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Chapter Abstracts
Conducting Research on Student Evaluations of Teaching
William E. Addison & Jeffrey R. Stowell
The long and productive history of research on student evaluations of teaching (SETs) can be traced to
the early 1920s. Following a summary of this history, we examine the methodologies and findings in four
broad areas of research: reliability studies; validity studies; factor analyses; and investigations involving
course, instructor, and student variables that have been examined for their possible influence on SETs.
Additionally, we discuss methodological concerns and ethical issues associated with research in this
area, and briefly describe several directions for future research.
Choosing an Instrument for Student Evaluation of Instruction
Jared W. Keeley
Student evaluations of instruction (SEIs) have become ubiquitous in the college classroom. The purpose
of this chapter is to aid individuals in selecting an SEI to meet their particular evaluative goals. To do so,
the chapter will review various considerations regarding the reliability, validity, and factor structure of
SEIs and provide examples of publically available and for-pay instruments.
Formative Teaching Evaluations: Is Student Input Useful?
Janie H. Wilson and Rebecca G. Ryan
Student evaluations of teaching offer valuable information to teachers who want to improve their
teaching. Specifically, formative student evaluations collected prior to the end of a course allow
teachers to adjust teaching practices and potentially enhance learning. In this chapter, we discuss
several characteristics of teaching evaluations, including content, timing, format, and ways to utilize
evaluations effectively.
Using Student Feedback as One Measure of Faculty Teaching Effectiveness
Maureen A. McCarthy
Determining how to use Student Evaluations of Teaching (SETs) as a measure of teaching effectiveness
has been a challenge for faculty and administrators alike. Quantitative measures, interpreted in
isolation, provide succinct data that have the greatest potential for misinterpretation. In this chapter I
provide recommendations for how to use both quantitative and qualitative feedback to improve
instruction and to evaluate faculty effectiveness.
Bias in Student Evaluations
Susan A. Basow and Julie L. Martin
In this chapter, potential biasing factors in student evaluations of professors are examined. Because
white male professors are the norm, faculty members who are female or who are from other
racial/ethnic groups appear to be held to a higher or double standard of performance, Professor
attractiveness ratings and age also affect student ratings, as do such course variables as expected grade.
For example, higher expected grades are positively correlated with evaluations, even more so than
actual grades. These findings should make us cautious in using student ratings as an unbiased measure
of teaching effectiveness.
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On-line Measures of Student Evaluation of Instruction
Cheryll M. Adams
In recent years, more institutions of higher education (IHE) have moved from paper and pencil surveys
to online evaluations of instruction (Avery, Bryant, Mathios, Kang, & Bell, 2006). This practice has not
eliminated the controversies such as whether students can effectively evaluate an instructor’s teaching,
but instead has brought new ones to the forefront. The advantages of using online evaluations include
cost-effectiveness, more time for responding, and faster feedback to faculty. The trade off, in general, is
a lower response rate for the evaluations. This chapter addresses research about online measures of
instruction. The pros and con of using online measures of instruction instead of traditional paper and
pencil measures are reviewed and recommendations are offered for using online measures of
instruction effectively.
What’s the Story on Online Evaluations of Teaching?
Michelle Drouin
As online teaching has gained popularity in the last decade, evaluations designed specifically for online
teaching have begun to emerge. In this chapter, I give an overview of some of the most popular self,
peer, and student evaluations of online teaching. I also discuss the different approaches to teaching
outlined by Anderson & Dron (2011) (i.e., cognitive behavioral, social-constructivist, and connectivist)
and give recommendations for rubrics that align with these different pedagogical approaches.
Using Course Portfolios to Assess and Improve Teaching
Paul Schafer, Elizabeth Yost Hammer, Jason Berntsen
This article describes how course portfolios can be used for both formative and summative assessments
of teaching, and explains the difference between “teaching” and “course” portfolios. The article then
details the successful Course Portfolio Working Group program at Xavier University of Louisiana,
emphasizing the effectiveness of the program for the assessment and improvement of teaching.
Practical advice is provided to assist individuals and institutions in the development of similar programs.
Peer Review of Teaching
Emad A. Ismail, William Buskist, and James E. Groccia
This chapter describes a formative model of peer review in which faculty observe other faculty teach in
order to provide constructive feedback on their teaching. We outline a five- step process for peer review
that includes a preclassroom visitation meeting, classroom observation of teaching, solicitation of
student feedback, preparation of a written report, and a postclassroom visitation meeting with the
teacher to provide formative feedback. We also address several questions and concerns that faculty
often raise about peer review of college and university teaching.
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Conducting Research on Student Evaluations of Teaching
William E. Addison & Jeffrey R. Stowell
Eastern Illinois University
Introduction
Research on student evaluations of teaching (SETs) has a long and fruitful history, producing several
thousand publications (Feldman, 1997; Marsh, 2007). Some of the earliest work in the area was done by
psychologist Max Freyd, who suggested that his graphic rating scale could be used to measure
characteristics of the teacher that he accepted as “fundamental to the acquisition of a successful
teaching technique” (1923, p. 434). According to Freyd, these characteristics include such attributes as
alertness, sense of humor, tact, patience, acceptance of criticism, and interestingly, neatness in dress.
Whether or not Freyd himself possessed these qualities is unclear; however, we do know that his
teaching career at the University of Pennsylvania lasted just one year, after which he joined John
Watson at the J. Walter Thompson Company in conducting research on marketing and advertising
(Vinchur & Koppes, 2007).
Another early figure in research on SETs is Hermann Remmers, a professor of education and psychology
at Purdue University. He and his colleague George Brandenburg conducted several studies using an
instrument of their own design, the Purdue Rating Scale for Instructors (Brandenburg & Remmers, 1927;
Remmers, 1928, 1930; Remmers & Brandenburg, 1927). Years later, Remmers collaborated on one of
the earliest factor analyses of student evaluations (Smalzried & Remmers, 1943). For their study,
Smalzried and Remmers used a version of the Purdue scale with just 10 items, or “traits.” The 10 traits
included such obvious qualities as “presentation of the subject matter” and “fairness in grading,” as well
as some less obvious ones, such as “personal appearance” and “personal peculiarities.” Their analysis
yielded two factors, which they called “professional maturity” and “empathy.”
Prominent behaviorist Edwin Guthrie (1927) also conducted an early study of SETs in which he focused
on differences in ratings given at the beginning of the academic year versus ratings given at the end of
the year. In addition, he examined differences between student ratings of faculty and student rankings
of faculty, concluding that ratings are more reliable than rankings. In 1949, when he was serving as Dean
of the Graduate School at the University of Washington, he conducted a survey of faculty members that
yielded, among other results, the finding that 18% of the faculty indicated that it is impossible or very
difficult to measure teaching effectiveness.
Another important figure in the study of SETs is Wilbert McKeachie, professor emeritus at the University
of Michigan and author of Teaching Tips: Strategies, Research, and Theory for College and University
Teachers, first published in 1951 and currently in its 13th edition (Svinicki & McKeachie, 2010). Although
McKeachie has published numerous articles on SETs over his lengthy career, his 1969 article in the
American Association of University Professors Bulletin is particularly noteworthy for including the
suggestion that when considered for the purpose of personnel evaluation, data collected from SETs
should always be used in conjunction with other information about the teacher and the course.
Of all the researchers who have studied SETs, no individual has made a more significant contribution to
the literature than Herbert Marsh, currently a professor at the University of Oxford. From the mid 1970s
through the beginning of the 21st century, Marsh conducted dozens of studies on SETs, focusing on the
instrument he designed, the SEEQ – Students’ Evaluations of Educational Quality (e.g., Marsh, 1977,
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1980, 1984, 1987; Marsh & Hocevar, 1991; Marsh & Roche, 1997, 2000). Among his most important
findings regarding the SEEQ is that the instrument is reliable, relatively valid in comparison to other
measures of teaching effectiveness, and generally unaffected by such potential biases as grading
leniency and class size (see Keeley, this volume, for a summary of the psychometric properties of this
instrument).
A relatively recent landmark in the study of SETs is the publication of a special issue of the American
Psychologist in November, 1997 devoted to studies of SETs, including articles written by proponents as
well as critics of student evaluations. Not surprisingly, both Marsh and McKeachie contributed to the
issue and prominent social psychologist Anthony Greenwald, generally considered a critic of SETs,
served as the action editor. Greenwald’s affiliation with the University of Washington is worth noting in
that it is the same institution at which Guthrie conducted his early research on SETs 5 decades earlier.
In his article, McKeachie (1997) suggested that the problems with SETs are generally not a function of
the instruments themselves, but rather they are due mainly to how the ratings are used, especially the
lack of sophistication among members of personnel committees who use student ratings to make
promotion and tenure decisions. Consequently, he suggested that greater attention should be directed
toward methods ensuring valid use of the ratings.
In the article he co-authored with his colleague Gerald Gillmore (Greenwald & Gillmore, 1997),
Greenwald suggested that instructors’ pursuit of positive ratings may lead to lenient grading, which in
turn can diminish the academic content of courses. And like McKeachie, he cautioned against the misuse
of SETs by personnel committees (e.g., by relying on means calculated across disparate dimensions of
teaching).

Recent Trends
Since the late 1990s, the internet has played an increasingly important role in the use and study of SETs.
The number of students enrolled in online courses is growing, with 29% of all college students taking at
least one online course (Allen & Seaman, 2010). One of the challenges of teaching online classes is how
to effectively evaluate these courses, especially because most SETs were developed for face-to-face
classes (see Drouin, this volume). A related issue concerns the use of online student evaluations for all
classes, including those that are taught face-to-face (see Adams, this volume, for a review).

Areas of Study
In this section of the chapter, we summarize the main findings in four broad areas of research on SETs:
Reliability, validity, factor analyses, and variables that can influence student ratings. These areas of
research are certainly not exhaustive, but studies that fall into one or more of these categories
constitute the bulk of the research on SETs. We direct the reader to other chapters in this work,
particularly those by Basow and Martin and by Keeley, to supplement the overview presented here.
Reliability studies
A large number of studies on SETs focus on the assessment of the reliability of the instruments. In these
studies, researchers typically examine one of three types of reliability for a particular instrument:
interrater reliability, stability, or generalizability (Hobson & Talbot, 2001). Not surprisingly, interrater
reliability figures vary depending on the scale being used, but they also vary with the size of the class
(the larger the class, the greater the reliability). For example, Cashin (1988) found reliability figures of
.60 for a class of 5 students, .69 for a class of 10 students, .81 for a class of 20 students, and .95 for a
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class size of 50. As Hobson and Talbot suggested, these findings indicate that a class size of at least 15
may be necessary for the meaningful use of SETs.
Researchers have also examined the stability of SETs over time. For example, Marsh (1984) used a crosssectional approach to investigate the level of agreement between retrospective ratings from former
students and those from current students and found substantial agreement between the ratings. Marsh
and others have used longitudinal studies to examine the relationship between current students'
evaluations and evaluations by the same students at least 1 year later (e.g., Overall & Marsh, 1980).
Again, the findings indicate that these ratings are reasonably similar across time. Even over the course of
13 years, SETs of the same instructors tend to be quite stable (Marsh & Hocevar, 1991).
Studies of generalizability of SETs are typically designed to assess the extent to which student ratings
reflect the effectiveness of a particular instructor rather than specific aspects of a course (e.g., subject
matter, level, required vs. elective). The results from a number of studies in this area suggest that SETs
tend to be highly generalizable across courses and students (e.g., Barnes & Barnes, 1993; Cashin, 1988).
Validity studies
Research on the validity of SETs generally falls into one of two categories: studies that examine the
relationship between student ratings and measures of student learning, and those that compare SETs
with other assessments of teaching effectiveness (e.g., peer ratings, self-ratings, expert ratings).
Numerous researchers have examined the correlation between SETs and student learning as measured
by grades, an area of research that has generated a considerable amount of controversy over the years.
According to Aleamoni (1999), these studies have produced decidedly mixed results. In general, the
correlations reported are either positive and weak, or virtually zero.Studies comparing SETs with other
indices of instructor competence have generally yielded more consistent results. For example, based on
an extensive review of the literature, Aleamoni and Hexner (1980) concluded that correlations between
SETs and such measures as peer ratings, expert ratings, and alumni ratings tend to be moderate to high.
But of course when it comes to research on SETs, there are always conflicting views. In this case, both
Feldman (1988) and Marsh (1984) concluded that the correlation between SETs and peer ratings is
relatively low.
Factor analyses
A number of studies of SETs have employed factor analysis in attempts to distill the various elements of
effective teaching into a relatively small number of dimensions. As mentioned earlier, Smalzried and
Remmers (1943) conducted one of the earliest studies of this kind, concluding that their 10-item scale
could be condensed into 2 factors: “professional maturity” and “empathy.” According to Smalzried and
Remmers, professional maturity includes items related to “the tools of the trade” (e.g., presentation of
the subject matter), whereas empathy can be viewed as “the ability and willingness to wear each
student’s sensorial and emotional shoes” (p. 366), and includes such qualities as fairness in grading and
sympathetic attitude toward students.
About 20 years later, Robert Isaacson and his colleagues, including Wilbert McKeachie, conducted a
factor analysis on data collected from approximately 300 introductory psychology students using an
instrument that included 145 items (Isaacson, et al., 1964). Their analysis yielded six factors: (a)
Overload (e.g., assigning a large amount of work); (b) Skill (e.g., explaining material clearly, stimulating
intellectual curiosity); (c) Structure (e.g., following the syllabus, planning daily activities); (d) Feedback
(e.g., providing comments, pro and con, on students’ work); (e) Group Interaction (e.g., encouraging
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student participation); and (f) Rapport (e.g., listening attentively to students, providing reasons for
criticism).
Another factor analysis comes from Peter Frey’s (1978) study conducted at Northwestern University.
Frey collected data from more than 26,000 student rating cards mailed to undergraduate students. Each
card included seven statements on which students indicated their level of agreement. Examples of
these statements are: “Class discussion was welcome in this course,” and “The student was able to get
personal help in this course.” Interestingly enough, Frey’s analysis revealed two factors that he called
“pedagogical skill” and “rapport,” which are virtually identical to the professional maturity and empathy
factors identified by Smalzried and Remmers (1943).
In a study employing multiple factor analyses, Marsh (1991) examined data from more than 2000
evaluations, using his 35-item SEEQ. The results indicated that SEEQ responses could not be distilled into
just a few factors, which is not surprising given that previous studies had consistently supported a ninefactor structure for the SEEQ (e.g., see Marsh, 1984; Marsh & Hocevar, 1984). The nine factors are: (a)
Breadth of Coverage (e.g., discussed current developments); (b) Organization/Clarity (e.g., objectives
stated and pursued); (c) Learning/Value (e.g., course is challenging, stimulating); (d)
Examinations/Grading (e.g., exams were fair); (e) Enthusiasm (e.g., dynamic and energetic); (f) Rapport
(e.g., interested in individual students); (g) Group Interaction (e.g., encouraged class discussion); (h)
Assignments/Readings (e.g., readings were valuable); and (i) Workload/Difficulty (e.g., course workload
was light/heavy). Although clearly less sophisticated than the factor analyses that Marsh used, an
informal, “eyeball” analysis of the nine factors suggests that most of them can be included under the
“skill” and “rapport” dimensions seen in earlier studies.
The overall results from factor analyses of SETs indicate that there are a limited number of factors
associated with effective teaching and that these factors are generally related to one of two dimensions:
how a course is designed and taught (the skills of teaching) and to what extent the instructor is able to
establish a connection with students (rapport). Although there is some evidence that students tend to
emphasize the rapport dimension over the skills dimension (Feldman, 1976), the independence of the
dimensions suggests that the highest-rated instructors are those who, in the minds of students,
effectively address both aspects.

Studies of Variables that May Influence SETs
A fertile area of research on SETs is the large number of variables that can potentially impact student
ratings. In general, these studies can be classified into one of three categories, depending on whether
the variable of interest is a characteristic of the course, the instructor, or the students. Among the more
common course features to be examined by researchers for possible influence on SETs are class size,
course content, course level, and whether students take the course as a requirement or an elective.
In terms of class size, the notion that students prefer smaller classes is generally supported in the
literature (e.g., Aleamoni & Hexner, 1980; Mateo & Fernandez, 1996). However, other researchers have
found no relationship between class size and student ratings (e.g., Shapiro, 1990), and some researchers
have reported a curvilinear relationship between these variables in which both small and very large
classes tend to produce more positive ratings (e.g., Marsh, Overall, & Kesler, 1979).
Researchers have also examined course content as a possible influence on SETs. For example,
researchers have found that students taking classes related to their academic major tend to give
relatively high ratings (e.g., Centra & Linn, 1976). Additionally, the amount of work combined with the
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perceived difficulty of the class may influence student ratings (e.g., Babad, Avni-Babad, & Rosenthal,
2004; Marsh, 1980). Marsh (2001) found that students gave higher ratings to classes that they viewed
as having mostly “valuable assignments” and few “unnecessary assignments.” And not surprisingly,
students tend to give lower ratings to instructors who teach unpopular required courses, such as
statistics for students majoring in psychology (Gray & Bergmann, 2003).
Instructor characteristics such as rank/experience, research productivity, gender, and personality
features may also influence SETs (see Basow & Martin, this volume). The findings from studies of the
relationship between the instructor’s rank or teaching experience and student ratings are mixed. Most
early studies reported a positive correlation (e.g., Downie, 1952; Gage, 1961), whereas more recent
studies have generally yielded nonsignificant correlations (e.g., Petchers & Chow, 1988). Feldman (1983)
suggested that this relationship takes the form of an inverted U; that is, that ratings improve initially,
peak at 6-8 years of teaching, and then gradually decline. It is noteworthy that Feldman’s proposed peak
of teaching effectiveness coincides roughly with the tenure decision at most institutions.
Studies of the relationship between research productivity and SETs have generally produced
nonsignificant findings, although these results may depend on the instructor’s academic discipline. For
example, Centra (1983) reported consistent relationships between the number of publications and
student ratings for teachers of social science courses, but not for teachers in other disciplines.
Similar to the results in other areas of research on SETs, the findings on the possible relationship
between gender of the instructor and SETs are inconsistent, possibly due to potential interactions
between gender and other factors such as academic discipline (see Basow & Martin, this volume).
Although most studies report no gender differences (e.g., Addison & Tabb, 2004; Aleamoni, 1999), some
studies have reported that male instructors are rated more positively than female instructors (e.g.,
Basow & Silbert, 1987; Summers, Anderson, Hines, Gelder, & Dean, 1996), and others have reported
that female instructors are rated higher than male instructors (e.g., Tatro, 1995). In still other cases,
researchers have found a type of interaction effect: female instructors tend to be rated higher on the
rapport domain of teaching, and male instructors tend to be rated higher on the presentation and
organization domains (e.g., Kierstead, D’Agostino, & Dill, 1988).
Such personality variables as enthusiasm and warmth may also influence SETs. For example, researchers
have found that the more animated and enthusiastic the instructor is, the higher the student ratings
(e.g., Basow & Distenfeld, 1985). Additionally, Best and Addison (2000) found that students’ perceptions
of the warmth of the instructor were positively correlated with student ratings in the rapport domain.
Of the research on the potential influence of student characteristics on SETs, by far the most attention
has been devoted to studies of the relationship between students’ ratings of instruction and their
academic performance, as measured by grades. Although the general belief among faculty is that
students tend to assign higher ratings to instructors of classes in which they expect or receive good
grades, the preponderance of evidence does not support this view (Aleamoni, 1999). Based on an
examination of dozens of studies, Aleamoni found a median correlation of approximately 0.14. As
numerous researchers have suggested, we should not be surprised by positive correlations between
SETs and measures of student learning, even if they are relatively weak correlations. In opposition to the
oft-cited “leniency hypothesis,” a perhaps more parsimonious explanation for this relationship is that
students tend to perform better in classes taught by effective teachers.
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Research Issues
Conducting research on student evaluations is not easy. Researchers face a number of challenges that
include questions about the evaluation instrument itself (e.g., reliability and validity), the difficulty of
selecting and assigning students or instructors to different experimental conditions, and ethical
concerns that arise from methodologies that may alter students’ perceptions and learning. Without
consideration of these issues, results may be tenuous at best.
Methodological concerns
Perhaps the key methodological issues in any study of SETs are those that concern the reliability and
validity of the instrument being used, which obviously depend on the items selected for inclusion on the
instrument. The development of the Teacher Behavior Checklist (TBC) illustrates a “grass-roots”
approach to developing an instrument for student evaluations, with a published history that serves as a
prime example for overcoming concerns about the reliability and validity of an SET (see Keeley, this
volume).
Following initial development of the TBC, researchers conducted several studies designed to assess its
validity. For example, Buskist, Sikorski, Buckely, and Seville (2002) found considerable overlap between
the list of qualities on the TBC and characteristics of master teachers identified through other methods,
thus supporting the external validity of the TBC. Additionally, recent research suggests that the TBC is
useful for discriminating between those who undergraduate students consider their best and worst
teachers (Keeley, Furr, & Buskist, 2010). Finally, a factor analysis of the TBC indicated that the 28
qualities could be distilled into two factors: professional competency/communication skills, and
caring/support (Keeley, Smith, & Buskist, 2006), results that are again remarkably similar to those
obtained from other factor analyses of SETs.
Another area of concern related to conducting research on SETs is the extent to which extraneous
factors can influence students’ ratings. In addition to the trait variables we discussed earlier (course,
instructor, and student characteristics) that can influence SETs, research in this area is susceptible to
momentary or situational factors. For example, if the time of day can influence students’ performance
on a test (Hartley & Nicholls, 2008), it is possible that the time of day could also influence SETs. In fact,
Youmans and Jee (2007) deliberately controlled the time of day and other potential situational
confounds such as the day of the week and time to complete the evaluations while manipulating
whether or not students were offered chocolate prior to completing the evaluations. Their purpose in
doing so was to eliminate potential external influences on student evaluations except for their variable
of interest (i.e., the effects of chocolate). Interestingly, chocolate had a small to moderate enhancing
effect on student ratings. More importantly, Youmans and Lee recommended that the reliability and
validity of SETs could be improved by standardizing the method of administration and being cautious in
interpreting the results from any one sample of evaluations.
The potential impact of extraneous variables is particularly problematic for studies of online evaluations,
given that they can be completed by students anytime and anywhere. In fact, this is one of the common
concerns that instructors have about online evaluations. As Stowell, Addison, and Smith (2011)
suggested, students could be completing evaluations under different situational contexts including late
at night, under the influence of alcohol, in collaboration with their peers, or after enjoying a pleasant
spring day outside. Some of these external influences could also influence classroom-based evaluations,
but the online setting potentially increases the amount of error variance when trying to assess the
effects of a treatment on student evaluations (see Adams, this volume).
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As with other research on teaching and learning, two other methodological challenges arise in studies of
SETs: the difficulty of obtaining a random sample and being able to randomly assign participants to
control and experimental groups. Random sampling, in which each person in the population has an
equal chance of participating, is important for being able to generalize the results from the sample to
the population of interest (e.g., all students). Random assignment, the use of a method of chance to
determine which participants are in the control and experimental groups, reduces bias in experimental
designs by ensuring that the groups are relatively similar in background characteristics (e.g., sex, race,
motivation, intelligence, etc.) prior to any experimental manipulation.
Suppose an instructor were interested in knowing if activities on the first day of class influence students’
impressions of the instructor and the class that persist long enough to influence instructor evaluations at
the end of the course. Ideally, a researcher would gather a random sample of participants from the
student population that includes students from various backgrounds, randomly assign them to the
experimental and control conditions, and measure outcomes on student evaluations. Unfortunately,
random selection from the population is virtually impossible, as instructors typically do not have control
over who enrolls in their courses. However, instructors may be able to randomly assign students to
different conditions using a quasi-experimental design in which separate sections of the same course
(ideally taught by the same instructor) are randomly assigned to the experimental and control groups.
Hermann, Foster, and Hardin (2010) used this approach to find that introductory psychology students
(taught by different instructors) who experienced a first-day reciprocal interview gave higher ratings of
course satisfaction at the end of the semester.
Stowell et al. (2011) used a similar multi-section sample to examine differences in SETs conducted online
in a face-to-face course compared to SETs completed in the classroom. They searched class schedules to
find instructors who were teaching more than one section of the same course and then assigned each
section to the experimental or control condition, counterbalancing the order of the sections to avoid
time-of-day or practice effects from one section to the next. Interestingly, the format of the SETs did not
affect mean ratings or type of comments provided by students.
Ethical issues
As with other areas of research (e.g., health and medicine), sometimes the preferred research design
(i.e., use of random sampling and random assignment) creates ethical concerns. For example, research
on the relationship between grades and instructor ratings suggests that instructors might be able to
improve their evaluations by simply making the course easier and assigning higher grades (Greenwald &
Gillmore, 1997). Obviously, it would be difficult to test this premise experimentally due to the ethical
issues involved in awarding students grades different from what they earned. However, Worthington
and Wong (1979) used a creative approach to examine this hypothesis while minimizing the ethical
issues. After 2 weeks of lectures on a psychology topic, they had students complete a multiple choice
quiz on which they received feedback of “good,” “satisfactory,” or “poor,” regardless of their actual quiz
performance. Students then completed instructor evaluations for the course, followed by a debriefing
session. Worthington and Wong found that actual quiz grades were not strongly related to the
instructor ratings, but the instructor ratings were highest among students who performed poorly and
received an artificially inflated grade. As an alternative to using deception, Howard and Maxwell (1982)
used a longitudinal design to study grades and satisfaction with the course, finding a weak relationship
between the variables.
Another ethical issue concerns how changes in instructor ratings could be an inadvertent casualty of
conducting research in the scholarship of teaching and learning. Instructors who are willing to take risks
7

by introducing new methods into their teaching are likely to experience a change in instructor ratings as
a result of a change in their pedagogy, which could potentially affect tenure, promotion, and salary (see
McCarthy, this volume, for discussion of SETs in faculty evaluations). Secondly, if an instructor’s research
design includes a no-treatment control group, it may be considered unethical to knowingly withhold a
pedagogical technique that could improve student learning. One solution to this problem is to
implement a within subjects pre-post design, but include alternative forms of the assessments assigned
to each group at each time point (e.g., Bartsch, Engelhardt Bittner, & Moreno, 2008). Applying this
method in the context of SET research would entail finding two similar assessments of teaching
effectiveness (or splitting one instrument in two halves), randomly assigning students to take one of the
pretests, and then give each student the alternate form after all students experience the treatment (i.e.,
teaching method). A significant main effect of time (pre/post) supports the effectiveness of the
treatment (Bartsch et al., 2008).

Directions for Future Research
One area of study that has seen an increased amount of attention in recent years is the perception of
the evaluation process, by faculty as well as students. For example, Balam and Shannon (2010) used
Aleamoni’s “myths” about student ratings (see Aleamoni, 1987, 1999) as the basis for a study of the
differences between students’ and faculty members’ perceptions of SETs. In general, they found that
students were more likely than faculty to believe the myths, although faculty held stronger beliefs in the
myth that student ratings are unreliable and invalid. In another recent study, Heine and Maddox (2009)
found gender differences in students’ views of the evaluation process. Among their more interesting
findings is that male students were more likely than female students to believe that instructors adjusted
their in-class behavior at the end of the semester in order to attain higher ratings.
One possible direction for future research is to examine the relative influence that rapport and teaching
skill have on SETs. As we discussed earlier, a number of researchers have suggested that the dimensions
of effective teaching can be reduced to two broad factors: what Smalzried and Remmers (1943) called
“professional maturity” and “empathy,” and what Frey (1978) called “pedagogical skill” and “rapport.”
Similarly, Lowman (1995) suggested that these two factors are related to intellectual stimulation (e.g.,
clarity of presentation, enthusiasm for content) and interpersonal rapport, which is based on the
instructor’s display of respect and care for students. Research involving these two dimensions of
teaching has typically been conducted either as components of more general studies on the
multidimensionality of effective teaching (e.g., Buskist, Sikorski, Buckley, & Saville, 2002; Frey, 1978), or
as studies of the specific role that rapport plays in the teaching and learning process (e.g., Benson,
Cohen, & Buskist, 2005; Wilson, Ryan, & Pugh, 2010). For example, Wilson and her colleagues found that
a measure of rapport between teachers and students significantly predicted students’ motivation, their
perceptions of learning, and their self-reported grades.
Advances in technology (e.g., online evaluations, the use of student response systems or “clickers”) also
provide opportunities for original research. As new technologies are developed, they are likely to play an
increasingly important role in teaching and learning. Consequently, there will be a need for research on
how these yet-unknown technologies impact the assessment of teaching effectiveness.
In sum, nearly a century’s worth of research on student evaluations has demonstrated that, depending
on the instrument, SETs are multidimensional, generally reliable, relatively valid when compared to
other measures of teaching effectiveness, and primarily a function of the teacher rather than the course.
However, given the number of different evaluation instruments in use, the inconsistency of findings in
many areas, the multitude of variables that seem to influence SETs, and the importance of student
8

ratings in promotion and tenure decisions, it is likely that SETs will continue to be a popular focus of
study for the foreseeable future.
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Choosing an Instrument for Student Evaluation of Instruction
Jared W. Keeley
Mississippi State University
Student evaluations of instruction (SEIs) have become ubiquitous in the college classroom. At many
institutions, they have become synonymous with the evaluation of teaching, although, as this volume
demonstrates, there is certainly more to the process of assessing teaching quality. Nonetheless, given
their prominence, it is important to consider a variety of issues when selecting an SEI for use in your
course, department, or institution. This chapter will outline a few of those critical concerns while
providing examples of some currently available public-domain and fee-based instruments.

General Issues to Consider
Perhaps the first issue to consider when selecting an SEI is how you are planning to use it. Within higher
education, there are many purposes for gathering information from students about your teaching.
Generally, these purposes are divided into two broad categories termed summative versus formative
evaluations. Summative evaluations serve administrative purposes, such as providing evidence of
teaching effectiveness for tenure and promotion decisions or providing a metric for merit raises. On the
other hand, formative evaluations serve the purpose of improving one’s teaching. As such, formative
evaluations are much more personal in nature and might be more explicitly focused upon a question
one has about a course, such as “How well did this new demonstration work?” This chapter will focus
mainly upon summative purposes when selecting an SEI, as these purposes tend to be much more
uniform across institutions and individuals than formative questions. Nonetheless, formative and
summative purposes are not mutually exclusive, and ideally a chosen evaluation plan should address
aspects of both. For a more in-depth analysis of formative evaluations, please refer to Wilson and Ryan
(this volume); for a discussion of how teaching portfolios can be used for this purpose, see Schafer,
Hammer, and Berntsen (this volume).
Once instructors have considered the purposes for your evaluation, there are a variety of concerns
about the psychometric qualities of the instrument. Traditionally, the psychometric evaluation of selfreport instruments has highlighted the factors of reliability and validity. Reliability addresses the
consistency of the measurement whereas validity refers to the accuracy with which the measurement
captures what it was intended to measure. These concepts raise special concerns relative to student
evaluation of instruction, and so I will address them in some depth.
Reliability
First, regarding reliability, it can be quite difficult to establish the consistency over time of student
ratings of their instructor because those ratings are designed to change. For example, the “testing
effect” (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006), where one administration of an instrument, in and of itself, changes
the result of a second administration, has a pronounced influence upon SEIs. Therefore, simply
administering an evaluation at one point tends to increase student ratings at a second point (Keeley,
Smith, & Buskist, 2006). Therefore, reliability must often be measured in relative terms (e.g., all people
who rate a 4 the first time change a consistent amount) rather than in absolute terms (e.g., a rating of 4
stays a 4).Thus, traditional test-retest reliability can be expected to be quite low, even across short time
frames (like 2 weeks, but see Marsh, 1982a for an exception).
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Therefore, a more preferred metric of reliability for SEIs is internal consistency, or how consistent
individuals are across items within the same administration. However, again this metric can be difficult
to apply to SEIs because of the nature of ratings. There tend to be pronounced halo effects within SEIs
(Feeley, 2002; Marsh, 1984). For example, if a student likes the professor, he or she tends to rate the
professor highly on all items (or vice versa). The result of a halo effect is that internal consistency is
artificially inflated. In the case where SEIs accurately reflect differences in teacher characteristics across
items (i.e., the variance we want to measure), internal consistency values will drop. Therefore, perfect
internal consistency values would be an undesirable characteristic; instead medium to high values are
ideal (α ≈ .60-.80)
Despite these limitations to measuring reliability within SEIs, nonetheless it is possible to compare
various SEIs in terms of their test-retest and internal consistency values because they all face the same
measurement issues. Unlike some other measurement domains, it is not possible to recommend cutoffs
(e.g., r = .90) for acceptable reliability because of the problems noted above. However, the relative
reliabilities of similarly tested SEIs can be compared, such that it is possible to say that one instrument is
more reliable than another and such considerations should play a role in one’s selection of an SEI.
Validity
The validity of SEIs is similarly fraught with pitfalls. Traditional psychometrics break the concept of
validity into several domains, such as content validity, face validity, predictive validity, construct validity,
etc. However, theorists hold that all validity evidence can be reduced to construct validity (Cronbach,
1980), or the accuracy of the measurement relative to the hypothetical construct it is designed to
emulate. In this case, the hypothetical construct might be “good teaching,” which could have a very
multifaceted definition (Chism, 2004; Elton, 1998; Kreber, 2002; Marsh, 1984). Instead, we might focus
upon lower level constructs of good teaching like communication skills or fairness in grading. It is
important to note that the validity of an instrument is always tied to its purpose. A particular SEI might
be valid for one purpose but not for another, depending upon its construction. For example, if the
developers of an SEI did not consider interpersonal factors like rapport or immediacy to be important in
their definition of “good teaching,” then those constructs would be poorly represented in their measure.
If part of your purpose of evaluation was to judge the nature of the student-instructor relationship, that
instrument would have poor validity for that purpose. Therefore, an important aspect of selecting an SEI
is that its development matches an instructor’s purpose. Specific examples are discussed below, but it is
important to review the initial development of the measure to ensure that it will offer adequate
coverage of its intended purpose.
An often criticized aspect of validity for SEIs has been their relationship to outcome measures like
grades. Ideally, all aspects of “good teaching” as a construct should have some relationship to how
students perform in a class. However, the relationship is not so clear-cut. There appear to be
confounding effects with grades, such that instructors are rated higher when students receive higher
grades. It could be that the relationship is explained by students expressing satisfaction with more
lenient grading policies (i.e., “I like you because you gave me an A.”). Alternatively, the higher grades
could be a reflection of better teaching practices, which lead to more student knowledge and/or
learning, and therefore higher student performance on tests and assignments. Regardless of the nature
of the effect (which is hotly debated; Centra, 2003; Gump, 2007; Langbein, 2008; Smith, Cook, & Buskist,
2011), grades do have an effect upon SEI results. In either case, the issue with grades highlights the fact
that students are assumed to have the capability to comment upon “good teaching” practices, and
almost certainly students’ definition of those practices vary. Refer to Basow and Martin, this volume, for
a discussion of the potential for gender and other biases in student ratings. For these reasons, SEIs
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should never be one’s only strategy for gathering information about one’s teaching (for complimentary
strategies, see Shafer et al., this volume.).
Factor Structure
A final psychometric consideration that is not often addressed is the factor structure of the instrument
in question. In traditional psychometrics, a factor is a latent (that is, not observable) variable that
represents the communality between a set of items. For example, if an instrument has 10 different
items that all assess some aspect of the relationship between the student and instructor, and those
items all correlate amongst themselves moreso than with other items on the scale, there might be an
underlying factor (e.g., rapport) that influences students’ ratings across those items. The factor structure
of an SEI might be explicitly developed (e.g., drafting a set of items intended to measure an underlying
aspect of teaching and then refining that set of items until the measurement is “clean”) or it could be
emergent (e.g., items were not developed with any intention for capturing an underlying factor, but
such a structure emerges upon later examination).
Interestingly, many SEIs have evidenced similar factor structures regardless of whether they were
intentionally developed or not. Two general factors that represent the procedural skills of teaching (e.g.,
being an effective communicator, constructing fair assignments) and the interpersonal aspects of
teaching (e.g., being approachable, warm, considerate) appear to emerge consistently in the literature
(Addison, 2005; Barnes et al., 2008; Keeley et al., 2006; Lowman, 1995). Although a variety of
subconstructs have been identified, all aspects of SEIs can usually be placed into one of those general
categories. As such, when selecting an SEI, it might be useful to ensure that aspects of the procedural
and interpersonal factors are equally represented.

Publicly Available Instruments
A wide variety of SEIs have been developed and most of these instruments are “home-grown,” meaning
that they are developed at a particular institution for use at that institution. Unfortunately, the
psychometric properties of these instruments are often unknown. However, a few instruments have
been published within the teaching literature, along with evidence of the instrument’s reliability,
validity, and factor structure. These instruments are publicly available for use and therefore a number of
individuals and institutions have adopted them as part of their evaluation package. A review of three of
these instruments follows. By no means are these three the only available instruments; however, they
are good examples of the development principles outlined above.
Student Evaluation of Educational Quality (SEEQ)
The Student Evaluation of Educational Quality (SEEQ; Marsh, 1982a) is perhaps the most investigated
SEI in the pedagogical literature, largely by virtue of being one of the oldest. It grew from an initiative at
the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) and the University of Southern California (USC) to
develop a standard, empirically sound evaluation instrument. The SEEQ consists of 35 items chosen from
a larger pool developed from reviews of the literature, other evaluation forms, and interviews with
faculty and students (Marsh, 1982a; 1984). Items were selected if students rated them as important,
faculty rated them as useful, they were internally reliable, and they loaded with other similar items in
factor analysis. These items were then submitted to extensive evaluation over hundreds of instructors
and courses and thousands of students (Marsh, 1982a; 1982b; Marsh & Hocevar, 1984). The initial
development of the SEEQ identified nine factors: (a) learning/value, (b) enthusiasm, (c) organization, (d)
group interaction, (e) individual rapport, (f) breadth of coverage, (g) examinations/grading, (h)
assignments, and (i) workload/difficulty (Marsh, 1982a). This initial structure was replicated by
independent exploratory factor analysis of instructors at USC (Marsh & Hocevar, 1984), an Australian
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sample of instructors (Marsh, 1981), and instructors self-ratings (Marsh, 1982b). Although the series of
replications suggests a stable structure, it should be noted that the data for the first and third replication
partially overlapped with the data used to generate the initial structure, which could explain the
similarity of the findings. Further, the investigators did not examine alternative possible factor
structures, and thus it is possible that another structure (such as a one or two factor solution) could also
be viable.
Nonetheless, the reliability and validity of the SEEQ have been impressive. Internal consistency
coefficients (alpha) range between .87 and .98 for the different factors (Marsh, 1982a; 1982b). Ratings
appear stable over time; a sample of students were asked to retrospectively rate courses several years
later and these ratings correlated with end-of-term reports at .83, indicating solid test-retest reliability
(Marsh, 1982a). However, to date estimations of test-retest reliability have not been completed for
shorter time frames, such as from mid-to-end semester. There is some evidence that the factor
structure does not change across course offerings (Marsh & Hocevar, 1984). The SEEQ has
demonstrated convergent validity in that ratings of individual traits (factors on the SEEQ) by different
sources (instructors and students) for the same course tend to have higher relationships than do crosstrait correlations either within or across sources (Marsh, 1982b). However, the SEEQ appears to be
subject to substantial halo effects, whereby student ratings across the nine factors are correlated and
substantial variance is due to the rating method (i.e., students provide systematically different ratings
than instructors do of themselves; Marsh, 1982b, 1984).
Teacher Behavior Checklist (TBC).
The Teacher Behavior Checklist (TBC) came from Buskist and colleagues’ (2002) investigation of the
traits of “master teachers.” In their study, students listed qualities of master teachers, resulting in a list
of 47 characteristics. A separate group of undergraduate students then generated behaviors that
corresponded to those characteristics in an effort to operationalize how those characteristics are
observed by students in the classroom. The list of behaviors in many cases overlapped across
characteristics so the list was reduced to 28 items. In a new sample, both students and teachers rank
ordered the importance of these 28 qualities There was substantial overlap between the top choices of
students and faculty, but students placed more importance upon interpersonal factors of teaching and
faculty emphasized the “nuts-and-bolts” technical aspects of teaching. The results of Buskist et al. (2002)
have been replicated in American, Canadian, and Japanese community colleges, public universities, and
private schools (Epting, Zinn, Buskist, & Buskist, 2004; Keeley, Christopher, & Buskist, in press; Schaeffer,
Epting, Zinn, & Buskist, 2003; Vulcano, 2007; Wann, 2001).
These 28 items were converted into an SEI with the addition of a 5-point rating scale indicating how
frequently (always to never) the teacher engaged in those behaviors. An initial factor analysis suggested
either a one or two factor solution. The two factor option corresponded to two scales termed “caring
and supportive” items versus “professionalism and communication skills” items (Keeley et al., 2006). The
single factor solution was assumed to correspond to a general “good teaching” construct. A later
confirmatory factor analysis found that a hybrid factor model with two subscales and an overarching
total scale provided the best fit to the data. The internal consistency (coefficient alpha) of the two
subscales was .93 and .90, respectively, with a coefficient of .95 for the total scale. Test-retest estimates
of reliability from the middle to end of the semester were .68 for the caring and supportive scale, .72 for
the professionalism and communication skills scale, and .71 for the total scale, with the understanding
that actual value of the ratings increased an average of half a point across the term (Keeley et al., 2006).
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The TBC appears to differentiate between teachers of differing ability. In one study, TBC ratings
corresponded to an identical pattern of differences on a standard university evaluation form for four
professors (Keeley et al., 2006). In another set of studies, students rated the best professor they had
ever had, the worst professor they had ever had, and the professor from whom they most recently had
class. Utilizing generalizability analysis (Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda, & Rajaratnam, 1972; Furr & Bacharach,
2008), it is possible to determine if individual items or students have a differential effect upon TBC
scores. Students responded consistently across the three ratings of teacher type, such that the quality of
the teacher (best, worst, most recent) had the only major effect upon TBC score differences. In other
words, the TBC appears to provide a relatively clean measurement of teacher quality (Keeley, Furr, &
Buskist, 2010).
Barnes et al.’s Unnamed Measure
Another example of a well developed, psychometrically evaluated instrument is one developed by
Barnes and colleagues (2008). They began by selecting a panel of eight expert judges who reviewed
items from nine commonly used SEIs. When the highest quality items had been selected from that initial
pool, two judges sorted the items into categories and six judges independently rated how well those
items exemplified those categories. Some new items were generated so that each category had
adequate coverage. They considered the items and categories to reflect two general domains: teaching
readiness which incorporated knowledge base, teaching skill, and professionalism, and teaching
excellence, which incorporated interpersonal aspects of teaching like rapport and enthusiasm.
The item pool was further refined through factor analysis, such that items that did not load on the
intended two factors were eliminated. Additionally, items that did not produce a sufficient range of
response on a 7-point rating scale were removed, as they would not contribute meaningfully to
measurement variance. The final scale included 6 items of teaching readiness with a Cronbach’s alpha of
.88 and 8 items of teaching excellence with a Cronbach’s alpha of .95 (Barnes et al., 2008). Confirmatory
factor analysis indicated that the two factor structure provided an adequate fit to the data. They found
that scores on each of the scales were significantly related to students’ expected grades, such that
higher evaluations were correlated with higher grades. In addition, the teaching readiness score seemed
to result in higher ratings than the teaching excellence score across the board, which the authors took as
evidence of the validity of the ratings, as achieving high ratings excellence should be more difficult for
teachers (Barnes et al., 2008).

Private Evaluation Systems
In addition to published, publicly available instruments, a number of private systems also exist, either at
universities or within companies. In contrast to the publically available instruments, which tend to be a
single set of questions, the private systems can be much more complicated. Again, there are many such
systems; the two reviewed below are intended to be good examples of some common options.
University of Washington
The Office of Educational Assessment at the University of Washington (2005) has developed an
extensive evaluation system over the course of many years. The system consists of a set of evaluation
forms rather than a single instrument. Forms are available for different course and section types, such as
large lectures, small discussions, lab sections, distance learning courses, English as a second language,
and skills acquisition. Each form has slightly different questions depending upon the nature of the
course. Instructors are able to select which forms are most applicable to their course format. This
system is more flexible than a single instrument, as some items on a general instrument might not apply
in particular contexts.
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The forms were developed through a purely content validity orientation. Items were developed through
a series of interviews with faculty, administrators, and student focus groups about their courses and
assessment needs. Drafts of the items were revised based upon feedback from both students and
faculty. Otherwise, no validity data are available regarding the forms. Internal consistency coefficients
range from .75 to .90 on individual items across the forms, with some forms indicating greater reliability
than others (University of Washington, 2005). The reliability of items across courses seems to be
adequate when aggregating at least seven courses and plateaus at around fifteen courses (Gillmore,
2000). Gillmore and Greenwald (1994) noted significant halo effects with students responding generally
positively towards courses, even when trying to control for comparison to other courses.
The IDEA Center
The Individual Development and Educational Assessment (IDEA) was originally developed by Hoyt
(1973). It currently is administered by an independent non-profit organization of the same name. A
substantial revision process occurred in 1997 when new learning objectives and methods were added to
current IDEA items. Within this system, an instructor first conducts a self-assessment of the course,
identifying from a predetermined list particular objectives for a course (e.g., knowledge base, critical
thinking skills, working with a group). These objectives are then included as measurements in the SEI to
determine the degree to which students feel that they have reached those goals over the course of the
term. The SEI also includes students’ ratings of the methods used to reach those objectives. The
methods items were selected empirically by determining, through stepwise regression, which items
significantly and independently predicted outcome objectives and only those items were included in the
revised IDEA system. The IDEA system also statistically controls for a number of extraneous variables:
class size, student motivation, discipline-related difficulty, and student effort. For example, students
tend to rate the instruction more highly in smaller courses. The IDEA system statistically controls for
these effects upon ratings (Hoyt, Chen, Pallett, & Gross, n.d.).
Split-half (Spearman Brown formula) internal consistency reliabilities for the items range from .84 to .95
for a class size of 35-49, with lower reliabilities possible for smaller class sizes, and relatively high
reliabilities for larger classes (Hoyt & Lee, 2002). Validity evidence for the IDEA consists entirely of
internal comparisons within the system. For example, student ratings of progress on objectives tend to
be higher for objectives selected by teachers than for those the teachers did not select. In other words,
even though the teachers and students make independent ratings, student ratings follow the pattern
that would be predicted from teacher’s ratings. Several other pieces of information are similarly
internally consistent in a way that belies the validity of the ratings, but formal tests of validity have not
been conducted with outside measurements (Hoyt & Lee, 2002).
The factor structure of the IDEA is partially ambiguous, as items did not load cleanly onto separate
factors (some loaded onto multiple factors). Nonetheless, there appear to be three factors within faculty
chosen objectives: intellectual development, professional preparation, and basic cognitive development.
However, student ratings of the methods used to reach those objectives evidenced only two factors: the
first included the teacher’s role in transmitting knowledge, the second the student’s role in acquiring
knowledge (Hoyt & Lee, 2002). Nonetheless, one major advantage of the IDEA system is the ability of a
teacher or administrator to compare ratings to others who taught similar courses at similarly-sized
institutions. That normative information helps combat the ubiquitous halo effect seen in many other
ratings by providing a frame of reference. For example, ratings might appear high when considering the
range of the rating scale but average when compared to other professors of similar classes.
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Considerations for Teaching Assistants
Often, teaching assistants (TAs) who are substantially involved with the running of a course want
feedback on their performance. This feedback is especially important if the TAs have substantial face-toface interaction with students and if they plan to develop their skills in a formative fashion—for
example, if they want to teach a course independently. However, it is rare that the developers of SEIs
consider such needs when constructing an instrument. Of the systems reviewed in this chapter, only the
University of Washington program has forms specifically developed for TAs. Nonetheless, it can be
perfectly appropriate for a TA to use the same form as was used for the course overall, with some
caveats. It should be noted that certain items may not apply (such as test construction or planning the
structure of a course). Similarly, there may be some “perceptual overlap” with how the students view
the course and the TA. In other words, the students’ ratings of the course overall might color those of
the TA’s performance as well. Statistically, one could attenuate the ratings of a TA by controlling for
overlap with ratings for the instructor of the overall course. One need not be that sophisticated,
however, and may simply view the TA’s ratings through the lens of how students felt about the course
overall.

Conclusion
There are a number of concerns to consider when selecting an SEI and even more options to weigh.
Nonetheless, the most important consideration continues to be how one intends to use the SEI, as this
will drive all of the other considerations. Hopefully the guidelines offered in this chapter will help in the
selection of an SEI, be it one of the instruments reviewed in the chapter or one of the many others in
existence. Regardless of the instrument you choose, responsible use of the instrument requires an
understanding of how the instrument was developed so that you can judge how its scores might be
interpreted for your particular purpose.
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Formative Teaching Evaluations: Is Student Input Useful?
Janie H. Wilson and Rebecca G. Ryan
Georgia Southern University
Evaluations of teaching offer valuable feedback and take several forms, including self-, peer-, and
student-generated assessment. In this chapter, we focus primarily on student evaluations of teaching
(SETs) and examine content, timing, and format of evaluations. Finally, we discuss uses of teaching
evaluations to effect change.

Why Use SETs?
By far, student evaluations comprise the bulk of teaching feedback (e.g., Jahangiri, Mucciolo, Choi, &
Spielman, 2008); we rely on students to provide fair and accurate assessments of our teaching. Murray
(1987) argued that SETs offer numerous benefits, including cost effectiveness and low sampling error.
Perhaps most importantly, SETs provide reliable and valid indications of teacher performance. See
Keeley, this volume, addresses how to select an SET.
In general, students attend class. As a result, teachers do not expend time and effort locating a group to
offer feedback. In addition, students do not require payment to evaluate their teachers. Finally, SETs are
cost effective because they produce data from a large source rather than a single peer evaluator or
outside observer. In short, student evaluations offer a wealth of information at little cost.
With a large sample of evaluations, teachers should feel less concerned about sampling error. Students
provide feedback based on the entirety of the instructor’s performance in the classroom. They know
how an instructor teaches on a consistent basis. Even if outside observers attend the class at randomly
scheduled times, they can only base their evaluations on a small sample of the instructor’s overall
performance. If scheduled in advance, the anticipation of outside observers may increase planning time
and create a positive bias. Whether scheduled or unscheduled, the presence of observers will likely
increase stress and either positively or negatively influence the instructor’s performance during that
class session, again resulting in a nonrepresentative experience. In fact, the presence of an outside
observer may alter student behaviors as well, causing a social climate that might not otherwise exist.
Ismail, Buskist, and Groccia, this volume, address effective strategies for conducting peer review of
teaching. The bottom line, however, is that peer review cannot replace SETs because students evaluate
consistent performance in the classroom and assess a representative sample of teaching performance.

Reliability and Validity of SETs
A wealth of evaluation data based on representative slices of teaching holds little value if the SETs
themselves fail to offer reliable and valid measures. Researchers have investigated both inter-rater and
test-retest reliability of student ratings and found support for both (e.g., Marsh & Roche, 1997; Murray,
1983). However, correlations between any two students in a class are about .20; class-level reliability
increases dramatically for larger groups, to approximately .90 for 25 students (Marsh & Roche, 1997).
SETs are also valid based on positive correlations between SETs and teacher self-assessments (Keeley,
this volume, Marsh & Roche, 1997), although correlations are generally moderate. Significant
agreement was found between student ratings and teacher ratings on each dimension of the Student’s
Evaluation of Educational Quality (SEEQ) assessment. These dimensions include; “Learning/Value,
Instructor Enthusiasm, Organization/Clarity, Group Interaction, Individual Rapport, Breadth of Coverage,
Examinations/Grading, Assignment/ Readings, and Workload/Difficulty” (Marsh & Roche, 1997).
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Further, student ratings of overall teaching effectiveness yielded a correlation of .32 with teacher selfevaluations. Correlations between SETs and teacher self-evaluations for specific teacher qualities
(aforementioned dimensions) were higher, ranging from .45-.49. (For a thorough review of SET
reliability and validity, see Marsh & Roche, 1997.) Significant relationships between related constructs
indicate validity even when overlap also illustrates that different constructs exist. Thus, SETs converge
on quality of teaching based on measures of reliability and validity, avoid sampling error based on small
slices of teaching performance, and are cost effective. In general, SET values fluctuate slightly or none
based on class size, grades, and workload, to name a few (e.g., Remedios & Lieberman, 2008; Marsh &
Roche, 1997).
If student evaluations provide useful information, how soon should teachers gather that information?
Evaluations take the form of either summative or formative. The former offers end-of-term assessments
of teaching and may or may not cause a teacher to adjust the course in a subsequent term. Problems
reported by students merely reflect a history that cannot be changed. In effect, feedback comes too late
to be useful to the class. As an alternative, formative assessments provide feedback prior to the end of
the term, allowing teachers to alter courses as needed and improve the teaching-learning experience.
Berk (2005) proposed that formative evaluations reflect a desire to improve teaching, whereas
summative evaluations are used by administrators to decide promotion, tenure, and paychecks. For the
purpose of this chapter, we focus on formative student evaluations of teaching based on the idea that
teachers use evaluations to improve their teaching. We discuss the content of SETs, evaluation
procedures, and teacher uses of formative assessments.

What to Evaluate
Teaching evaluations measure quality of teaching (Remedios & Lieberman, 2008). Wilson (1986)
reported five factors that represent good teaching: (1) organization/clarity, (2) dynamism/enthusiasm
(3) analysis/synthesis (e.g., contrasts theories and discusses viewpoints other than his/her own), (4)
teacher-group interaction (e.g., encourages class discussion), and (5) teacher-student interaction (e.g.,
genuinely interested in students). Marsh and Hocevar (1984) proposed nine evaluation dimensions. We
can see a clear overlap with Wilson on several: (1) organization, (2) enthusiasm, (3) group interaction,
and (4) individual rapport. Wilson’s “analysis/synthesis” category perhaps can expand into (5)
learning/value, (6) breadth of coverage, (7) examinations, (8) assignments, and (9) workload/course
difficulty. Organization, clarity, and the nuts and bolts of teaching a class (e.g., assignments and
workload) seem to get at the heart of competent teaching, but teachers should not ignore the
importance of enthusiasm and rapport. In fact, research on student-teacher rapport represents a
relatively recent addition to SETs, and research on classroom rapport flourishes. Marsh (1984) makes
the case that a good SET instrument must reflect the multidimensional nature of teaching and offers a
review of several evaluations with support through factor analysis and a great deal of overlap among
key factors (see p. 711 of Marsh, 1984, for several scales).
Additional SET measures not likely to catch on include instructor easiness (low requirements of student
performance), clothing, attractiveness, and even hotness. Teachers often report random comments
from students concerning such inappropriate topics, and ignoring these comments remains the only
realistic option. In fact, students may benefit from knowing what type of formative comments might
improve the class versus those that make the teacher uncomfortable. As a caution, however, some
personal remarks provide valuable information. During college, the first author attempted to learn from
a professor who self-mutilated during class; he repeatedly scratched the skin from his finger until it bled.
He probably assumed no one noticed. In fact, perhaps he failed to notice his own behavior. But
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formative feedback from students should allow him to stop scratching and refocus student attention on
the course material.

When to Evaluate
Administering formative student evaluations during early-to-mid semester provides input on teaching
quality and allows enough time for instructors to modify their teaching in areas where they are rated
poorly. Basic procedures enhance the data. For example, the majority of the class should provide
assessment. Although teachers may feel tempted to collect SETs when only the most dedicated students
come to class, the goal includes learning perceptions of both strong and weak students. Acquiring a full
complement of SETs may translate into not administering evaluations on the last day of classes before a
holiday break, over homecoming weekend, the class period after a major test, or even on a Friday.
Instructors should also schedule their evaluations at times when students are least likely to provide
biased feedback. For example, instructors should not collect evaluations after awarding extra credit,
postponing a deadline, offering an unusually engaging activity, or handing out candy. Dickey and
Pearson (2005) discussed the power of the recency effect when asking students to provide evaluations
immediately following a positive class experience. Essentially, instructors should not ask for SETs
following an unusual event; after all, the goal is to obtain a truly representative sample of consistent
performance. Simpson and Siguaw (2000) offered a fascinating list of faculty practices meant to enhance
SETs, including grading leniency offered by 23.6% of their sample! Certainly, instructors should not
intentionally attempt to bias SETs in the positive direction. By the same token, SETs should not be
collected during particularly negative times, such as the anniversary of 9/11 or following a stressful
discussion of a controversial topic (unless that is the class norm). Such details of administering
evaluations may not be intuitive. While an undergraduate, the second author’s professor said he was
going to add a substantial number of points to a previous exam and urged students to remember that
favor when completing evaluations, which he distributed the following day.

Where to Evaluate
Traditionally, teachers collect SETs during a class period from physically-present students, and the
majority of research focuses on the classroom context. However, due to enhanced technology and
readily available internet access, students may evaluate their teacher online. Several variations occur,
including
•
•
•
•
•

Optional course evaluations online
Required course evaluations (e.g., grade withheld until student completes evaluation)
Institution-sanctioned online evaluations for an entire campus
Student-motivated online evaluations such as RateMyProfessors.com
Teacher requests for students to evaluate on RateMyProfessors.com

Most online evaluations offer students a chance to provide feedback about professors at a location and
time of their choosing, reduce time constraints, and reduce potential influence from the professor
(Anderson, Cain, & Bird, 2005). Online evaluations also decrease the problem of students who do not
get the chance to complete in-class evaluations if they miss class during evaluation day. (See Adams, this
volume, for issues related to online SETs.)
Online SETs are gaining popularity, but if they remain optional, response rates suffer. For example,
Nowell, Gale, and Handley (2010) reported an online response rate of 28.1% compared to an in-class
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rate of 72.2%. In addition, Nowell and colleagues estimated class ratings .69 points lower online;
individual instructors received approximately .81 points lower online. A nonrepresentative (disgruntled)
online sample may explain lower ratings. Conversely, Donavan, Mader, and Shinsky (2006) specifically
requested all students to provide online evaluations and found similar responses across the two
methods. Interestingly, students evaluating online offered more open-ended responses than students
evaluating in the classroom. Urging from the professor may have created a more representative sample
of evaluations, and more free-response feedback increases the potential value of online SETs.
Of course, requiring online SETs of students allows for a healthy sample of evaluations. Davidson and
Price (2009) suggested that universities create their own rating websites for students. Such websites
could include items to assess teaching effectiveness, course design, workload, grading, preparation for
class, and other items that would evaluate teaching. When institutions require students to complete
online evaluations prior to obtaining course grades, response rates soar.
Websites such as RateMyProfessors.com cater to students and provide a forum for college students to
evaluate their professors. Although teachers may not like some of the items (e.g., hotness), Davidson
and Price (2009) reported that 80% of a college-student sample reported using the site to learn more
about a professor. A separate study indicated 83% of students used the site (Brown, Baille, & Fraser,
2009). Legg and Wilson (2010) created more representative samples (similar to in-class evaluations) on
RateMyProfessors.com by encouraging all students to use the site.
A more recent option for quick evaluations is Twitter. Twitter is an electronic method of brief
communication; text-based posts can be up to 140 characters and are considered personal “updates”
send out to a group of people who have signed up to “follow” a specific person. Steiger and Burger
(2010) suggested that Twitter allows students to provide weekly formative assessments at little cost and
without taking up valuable course time. Comparisons with formative in-class evaluations showed no
differences. The authors caution that such frequent assessment (and the nature of Twitter) requires only
a few brief items. They used, “How did you like the course today?” and “How interesting was the course
today?” with a rating scale from 1-9. In addition, students could choose to report “What was good
today?” and “What was bad today?” as well as offer general comments.

Uses of Formative Teaching Evaluations
In prior sections, we presented information about the content of SETs, suggestions for when to
administer evaluations, and options for the context of SETs. Now we turn to the uses of evaluations. Do
they improve teaching? If so, how?
The majority of student evaluations are collected at the end of the term as summative assessment.
Overall, do summative SETs improve teaching? Kember, Leung, and Kwan (2002) suggested that they do
not. Several years of SET data collapsed across departments failed to reveal any teaching improvements
as measured by subsequent student evaluations. In fact, three of the four changes that did emerge
revealed a decrease in teaching quality. Similarly, Marsh (2007) studied data from individual faculty
members across 13 years of teaching and found no improvements, even though SETs provided feedback
year after year. We conclude that simply collecting SETs as a matter of rote falls short of enhancing
teaching.
Cohen (1980) included 22 research studies in a meta-analysis of research investigating the usefulness of
feedback from mid-semester student evaluations. Of the studies reviewed, Cohen reported that 10
found statistically significant differences in end-of-semester student evaluations. Instructors who were
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given feedback at mid-semester had higher end-of-semester ratings of skill, rapport, structure, difficulty,
interaction, feedback, and overall teaching effectiveness compared to those who did not receive midsemester feedback. Although only 10 significant differences emerged, Cohen found means in the
predicted direction for 20 of the 22 studies.
Similarly, Menges and Brinko (1986) conducted a meta-analysis of research investigating the usefulness
of mid-semester student feedback. Of a total of 30 studies, they found that 10 revealed statistically
significant differences between those who received mid-semester feedback compared to those who did
not. In fact, ratings for those who received feedback were higher than 67 percent of the ratings for
those who did not receive feedback. We should also note that Menges and Brinko further examined
studies by type of mid-term feedback, including student ratings, consultation, and feedback from
additional sources like self-evaluation, peer-evaluation, or peer-group feedback. When examined based
on type of feedback, they indeed found a beneficial effect of SETs alone; however, the effect was small.
Overall, those who received feedback enjoyed average end-of-semester ratings that were higher than 59
percent of the control-group’s ratings. When SETs and consultation comprised mid-term evaluations,
those who received student and consultant feedback averaged end-of-semester ratings higher than 86
percent of the control-group’s ratings. These data suggest that SETs remain useful, but input from
consultants clearly enhances assessment.
Wilson (1986) offered a step-by-step process for effective use of consultants. First, summative
evaluations were collected at the end of the term; in effect, they represented formative assessment to
improve subsequent classes. Second, consultants briefly discussed SETs with the faculty member and
asked for areas in which the instructor would like to improve. Third, the instructor scheduled an indepth
consultation to be held between two and four weeks prior to the beginning of the subsequent class. For
that meeting, the consultant brought a few low-scoring items on the SETs as well as reviewed openended student comments for useful information. Consultants discussed weak areas and offered ideas
for improvement. A few days following the meeting, the consultant contacted the teacher by letter,
providing a summary of the meeting and reiterating ideas for improvement. A phone call during the
term reinforced the consultant’s willingness to help. SETs were collected again at the end of the term,
and some instructors chose to repeat the entire process and collect SETs at the end of a third term.
Wilson reported that 52% of faculty members involved in the consultation process enjoyed significant
improvement in teaching effectiveness. We should note that Wilson utilized consultants with no
administrative power over the instructors involved. Further, Brinko (1993) argued that an effective
consultant maintains confidentiality and is authentic, respectful, supportive, empathic, and nonjudgmental. Though consultations do require additional time, effort, and perhaps cost, research does
support an improvement beyond using student feedback alone. (See Ismail et al., this volume for a
discussion of how to conduct effective peer review of teaching.)
We might feel compelled to explain more positive evaluations by improvements to teaching, and indeed
that may be the case. Alternative explanations paint a less-rosy picture: For example, students might
purge their negative perceptions at mid-term and focus on positive perceptions at the end of the term.
As a third potential explanation, students may simply believe that their instructor will change based on
feedback and seek evidence of improvement that may or may not exist. Rather than see these
alternative explanations as problematic, we prefer to focus on the positive social aspect at work (see
below).
Students appreciate being asked to provide feedback about the quality of their instructors’ teaching.
This practice communicates to students that their opinions are valued, and they provide a useful source
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of assessment. Students, particularly the current generation of students, appreciate being given a voice
and the opportunity to express themselves (Twenge, 2006). This practice may be especially helpful in
large classes to reduce perceived anonymity and disconnect from the instructor. But even in small
classes, students want to be heard.
Thus, SETs build a sense of ownership and community that is beneficial to teaching and learning. Asking
students for input accentuates the social nature of teaching. As an added benefit, collecting SETs builds
student-teacher rapport, which positively correlates with student attitudes toward the instructor and
course, student motivation, perceived learning, and even course grades (Wilson, Ryan, & Pugh, 2010). In
fact, given the numerous links between rapport and positive student outcomes, teachers may want to
include an assessment of rapport in their SET forms (Ryan, Wilson, & Pugh 2011; Wilson et al., 2010). If
rapport is lacking, teachers can address that specific problem by focusing on building more positive
relationships with students.

Conclusions
Formative evaluations provide an opportunity for students to express their opinions. Students
generously offer positive evaluations, and often they share valuable feedback that allows a teacher to
adjust the course in some way. In the end, students want to be heard; they want to know the teacher is
listening.
Formative evaluations from students require faculty reflection in order to foster change. When teachers
utilize only surface-level processing of student feedback, responses illustrate a reactive style
(Winchester & Winchester, 2011). That is, merely reading evaluations, and perhaps summarizing them
for an annual review, fails to elicit useful change. On the other hand, thoughtful, deliberate processing
of student feedback leads to a proactive style; teachers consider avenues for change based on careful
consideration of student perceptions. Certainly, teachers may decide not to alter some aspect of a
course, but negative student reactions may lead teachers to clarify course practices to students. At the
very least, deep reflection of a teaching practice solidifies precise reasons for the practice.
As teachers, we learn from student evaluations, and formative assessment paints a vivid picture of
student perceptions. Although SETs remain the most widely accepted and utilized form of teacher and
course assessment, we can benefit from peer evaluation of teaching as well as self-reflection (see
Schafer, Yost Hammer, & Bernsten, this volume). (For a comprehensive literature review of the potential
variables influencing SETs, peer evaluations, and self-assessment, see Tables 1-3 in Jahangiri et al.,
2008). “Triangulation” refers to SETs, peer evaluations, and self-reflection converging on the teaching
process (Appling, Naumann, & Berk (2001). Berk (2005) also called this approach a “unified
conceptualization” of teacher effectiveness and proposed 12 sources for evaluation of teaching. In
addition to SETs, peer input, and self-reflection, Berk added videos, student interviews, teaching
scholarship and awards, a teaching portfolio, learning-outcome measures such as student grades, and
alumni, employer, and administrator ratings. Triangulation pinpoints areas ripe for improvement. As an
added benefit, several types of assessment reveal our strengths. We gain the opportunity to weed out
bad habits and fine-tune useful approaches to teaching.
Given the potential advantages of SETs, we recommend that all instructors collect formative teaching
evaluations. However, teachers must be careful to collect SETs in an ethical manner rather than attempt
to maximize positive ratings. Peer evaluations and self-reflection promise to paint a clearer picture of
teaching effectiveness than SETs alone. Finally, consulting with a supportive colleague allows student
evaluations to foster long-term change in teaching.
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Using Student Feedback as One Measure of Faculty Teaching
Effectiveness
Maureen A. McCarthy
Kennesaw State University
Over the course of the last decade, the public, along with many disciplinary organizations have increased
the pressure on institutions of higher learning to evaluate student learning and instructional
effectiveness (Diamond, 2008; Dunn, McCarthy, Baker, & Halonen, 2011; Dunn, McCarthy, Baker,
Halonen, & Hill, 2007). College and university administrators, legislators, families, and students
themselves, are among the stakeholders who want assurances that educators are delivering on their
promise to educate the next generation. However, documenting student learning, together with
evaluating faculty teaching effectiveness, continues to be a challenge for administrators and faculty
alike. Not only are institutions required to provide assurances of learning for the stakeholders, but there
is an expectation that data will be used to improve instruction (Pusateri, in press).
Both learning and teaching are multidimensional constructs; therefore, an evaluation of teaching should
involve a multimethod approach (Marsh & Roche, 1997), with Student Evaluations of Teachers (SETs)
comprising just one of the measures. Although student evaluations (i.e., student opinions) comprise one
measure of faculty effectiveness, they have been challenged as a useful method for evaluating teaching
excellence (Ballard, Rearden, & Nelson, 1976; Beyers, 2008; Buskist, 2006; Eckert & Dabrowski, 2010;
Germaine & Scandura, 2005; McKeachie, 1997). Yet, student ratings do provide an important
perspective that can be used to help faculty reflect on their pedagogy (Greenwald, 2006); see also
Keeley, this volume and Wilson and Ryan, this volume) and student feedback can be used, if obtained
and interpreted carefully, by administrators as one measure to evaluate teaching. In fact, SETs are
widely used when conducting annual reviews, tenure and promotion decisions, and merit-based
decisions. In this chapter, I will briefly review the research on using SETs (for a comprehensive review of
instruments see Keeley this volume) to evaluate faculty and provide recommendations for how SETs can
be used to both evaluate and improve instruction. I will also consider how just one measure of teaching
effectiveness, SETs, can be used collaboratively by administrators and faculty to evaluate progress
toward good teaching.

Review of Student Evaluations of Teaching
Although the pressure to evaluate student learning and student satisfaction has recently increased,
researchers have long addressed ways to do so. Indeed, the process of developing reliable and valid
instruments to measure student satisfaction began over four decades ago. ( Keeley, this volume; Marsh,
1982; Keeley, Smith, & Buskist, 2006; Keeley, Furr, & Buskist, 2010). SETs were initially developed for
two purposes – evaluating teaching and providing faculty with feedback. In perhaps the most
comprehensive attempt to create a reliable and valid SET, Marsh (1982) examined the Student
Evaluation of Educational Quality (SEEQ) instrument and found support for nine factors (Marsh &
Hocevar, 1984; Marsh, 1987). Five of the factors (organization, breadth of coverage, grading,
assignments, and workload) were characterized as professional competency and communication skills,
and the remaining four factors (learning value, enthusiasm, rapport, group interaction) reflect affective
attributes that are thought to be influential in learning. More recently, Keeley, Smith, and Buskist ( 2010)
found that the Teacher Behavior Checklist provides a similar two factor structure (i.e., professional
competency and affective attributes). In addition, regardless of the measure used, two important
elements continue to comprise the basic elements of SETs – quantitative and qualitative measures.
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Both the SEEQ and the Teacher Behavior Checklist (TBC; Keeley, Smith, & Buskist, 2006) provide
quantitative multidimensional data reflecting students perceptions of teacher performance.
Quantitative data provide important comparative information that comprises one dimension of a
multimethod approach to evaluating instructor effectiveness and these measures (i.e., SEEQ, TBC)
typically provide a quantitative measure of professional competency and communication skills that are
essential components of good instruction. However, appropriate use of the data has often been
ineffective and circumspect. For example, individual item means are frequently used to evaluate faculty
performance relative to department, college, or university averages (McKeachie, 1997; Smith, 2008).
Using an average score, without considering the standard deviation, standard error, outliers,
frequencies, class size, or situational context may yield inaccurate interpretations. Not only are
interpretations potentially unreliable (Marsh, 1982; McKeachie, 1997), but using means or medians in
the absence of accompanying descriptive data can be potentially misleading. Moreover, there is a
potential for bias, especially when factors such as instructor gender and discipline interact(see Basow &
Martin, this volume). In the section that follows, I will provide recommendations for using quantitative
feedback effectively.

Quantitative Data
How should we use the quantitative information from SETs to evaluate faculty effectiveness? The first
step in using quantitative data from SETs is to examine the instrument itself. In all likelihood a locallydeveloped instrument includes some measure of professional competency and communication skills
comparable to those instruments developed by Marsh (1987) and Buskist et al?. Again, these criteria are
well suited as objective measures that offer students the opportunity to provide feedback and
insightinto their classroom experiences. For example, students can offer an important perspective on
how the exams related to course content and whether lectures were well organized. If students
reported that the course content and exam were not aligned, then it is possible that the faculty member
is not performing well in this area of professional competency – linking instruction to assessment.
However, as with all feedback from students, responses to individual items should be interpreted in
context and with caution. Similarly, if some students reported that the exam and course content were
not aligned, it is important to more carefully examine responses to this item. For example, did only a
small percentage of students report a lack of alignment? Did qualitative responses also reflect a similar
trend? Insight into this feedback can also be derived by asking the faculty member to examine the
course for potential inconsistencies between instruction and assessment.
Evaluation of teaching techniques using quantitative measures provides both the faculty member and
evaluator with useful information about specific pedagogical competencies. These criteria (e.g.,
organization, breadth of coverage, workload, and assignments) can be interpreted using quantitative
data as a primacy measure and, as discussed later, qualitative measures as a secondary measure.
Quantitative measures of affective dimensions (e.g., rapport, approachable, respectful) of teaching also
provide an evaluator with an important indicator of teaching effectiveness. The SEEQ (Marsh, 1984) and
the Teacher Behavior Checklist (Buskist et al., 2002; Keeley, et al., 2006) contain both quantitative
measures of professional competency and affective qualities.
In general, each SET item should be evaluated for potential merit with regard to expectations for faculty
within a department or college. Evaluation of each item on the SET is particularly important with the
increased number of courses offered in an online format, as some items may no longer be directly
applicable (see Drouin, this volume). For example, if the instrument asks students to indicate whether
the instructor met class regularly and on time, this item may no longer be appropriate for an online class
format. Although it may not be possible to alter a university-wide instrument to meet department
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needs, it is possible to carefully interpret each item relative to department expectations. Similarly, it is
possible to emphasize specific items that may be of more importance to the department or individual
faculty member.
Evaluating professional competencies
The literature examining the use of SETs spans approximately forty years and almost every institution of
higher learning uses quantitative SETs as a method of obtaining feedback about instruction (Greenwald,
1997). Indeed, as noted, students can provide useful information about their experiences from a
student perspective, particularly on those instructional dimensions that are considered professional
competencies (e.g., organization, grading). For example, let’s consider faculty responsiveness as one
dimension of professional competency that can be reflected in student feedback. Quantitative student
evaluations often include an item asking students to rate faculty responsiveness (e.g., responses to
email, grading). But how is faculty responsiveness defined? Zinn (2008) and Price (2009) recently
documented the trend for the millennial student to expect responses in a matter of minutes, rather than
hours (or days). Are faculty responding to questions in a in a timely fashion? Are they grading papers in a
reasonable amount of time? Providing timely and thoughtful feedback is an important obligation of
faculty members; however expectations for the speed of responses have continued to shrink, so in this
example, responsiveness should be defined before interpretations are made.
Another interpretation of timely feedback is reflected in the Just-In-Time-Teaching (JITT) technique.
Saville (2008) found that providing students with feedback at a critical juncture (i.e., Just-In-TimeTeaching) is an important and effective pedagogical technique that enhances student learning. Thus,
timely feedback is one measure of professional competency that reflects sound pedagogical practice, it
can be measured using SETs, and it is a useful quantitative measure for evaluating faculty performance.
Individual SET items can provide insight into performance on specific competencies, but it is also
important to consider these items within the larger context.
Upon determining that the SET contains items that reflect the competencies valued by the department,
and that the items are relevant to the course, quantitative criteria can be used to establish thresholds
for adequate performance. How should such criteria be established? Departments often use a
normative approach, such that means are calculated for individual items, along with comparative values
across courses, or types of courses (Smith, 2008). However, although extreme mean values provide a
gross measure of effectiveness for each of the items, means are frequently misinterpreted. In many
instances at least one student in a course is disgruntled and the single outlier will obscure an otherwise
high mean value, particularly in small classes. Similarly, a single positive rating may obscure otherwise
problematic ratings. To avoid the mistake of inappropriately using a mean value, it is tempting to use
the median value as a more accurate measure of relative efficacy. Although the median may reflect a
more accurate measure of central tendency, it is important to consider also measures of variability,
along with the response rate. All too often, low response rates or high drop rates are not factored into
the normative evaluation, so response rates should be considered as key criterion that may not
otherwise be reflected in an oversimplified interpretation of quantitative data. It is important to note
that response rates typically are lower when SETs are obtained online, rather than through traditional
administration (see Adams, this volume).
In addition to specific criteria reflected in individual items, evaluators must consider the distribution of
responses to each item. So if, as with our previous example, a high proportion of the students report
that the exams are aligned with instruction, then one can reasonably conclude that the faculty member
is doing a good job of meeting the criterion. If, however, a large proportion of students report a
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disconnect between teaching and assessments, then the evaluator should examine this criterion more
closely. The evaluator (e.g., department chair) may want to refer to the faculty members’ self-evaluation
and analysis of item for clarification about why students report inconsistency between instruction and
assessment. Such evaluations can take the form of peer assessment (see Ismail, Buskist, & Groccia, this
volume) or a portfolio (see Schafer, Yost Hammer, & Berntsten, this volume).
A second, and perhaps more equitable method of using quantitative data for evaluating the professional
competency dimension, is to consider a criterion-based approach. For example, on a scale of 1 to 5, is
there a specific threshold that is considered acceptable and meets the criterion for meeting student
needs? What role does variability play in the criterion-based analysis of quantitative data? Individual SET
items can be used to ensure that faculty have met the minimum absolute criterion. A caution - ranking
faculty within a department is not psychometrically sound, as the data are reduced to an ordinal scale,
nor does a ranking provide useful insight into trends that may be present across items on the SETs.
Establishing an absolute criterion should reflect a value that is independent of the average score.
Moreover, as I indicted earlier, a mean ranking for an item may be influenced by outliers. So, all faculty
members in a department may be doing very well, exceeding the specified criterion; if so, minimal
differences on individual items won’t reflect important meaningful distinctions in teaching effectiveness.
Similarly, small differences in quantitative values may obscure serious problems that are reflected by
qualitative measures. Ultimately, as I will discuss later, it is important to consider these quantitative
items within the context of qualitative measures of faculty effectiveness.
Evaluating affective dimensions
SETs usually contain items reflecting affective dimensions (e.g., enthusiasm, rapport) in addition to
pedagogical competencies. Marsh (1987) identified both pedagogical competency and affective
dimensions of the SEEQ, and the Teacher Behavior Checklist (Buskist, Sikorski, Buckley, & Saville, 2002)
is comprised almost exclusively of items reflecting affective constructs. These affective behaviors are
arguably important, but interpretations of these dimensions are understandably more complicated. For
example, demonstrating respect for students is absolutely critical for learning, and it is easy to defend
the importance of a high score this affective dimension. However, evaluating a dimension such as the
approachability of a faculty member using a rating scale is a bit more complicated. What does a high
score on this item mean? It is entirely possible that a highly professional instructor (e.g., one who
establishes clear boundaries) may be perceived as less approachable than an instructor how is perhaps
too friendly with students. Ratings of approachability are also confounded with gender (Bachen,
Mcloughlin, & Garcia, 1999; Basow & Martin, this volume) and other factors (see Keeley, this volume
and Wilson & Ryan, this volume). So, although affective dimensions of SETs are important, interpreting
the data based on these items can be complicated.
Indeed, some believe (Buskist, 2002; Myers, 2005) that affective behaviors can be an equally important
determinant of student success. The Teacher Behavior Checklist (Keeley et al., 2006) includes a more
detailed set of items that can be used to measure the affective dimension of teaching effectiveness. For
example, Keeley et al. offer a description of instructor understanding that includes accepting legitimate
excuses for missing class. This approach to quantitatively measuring affective behaviors provides a more
accurate explanation of specific teacher behavior, and multiple questions might provide richer insight
into how a teacher balances rigor with understanding. So, it may be necessary to examine two affective
items simultaneously. In other words, faculty may retain high standards for student achievement, while
at the same time demonstrating encouragement for student learning. Thus, the quantitative measures
of affective dimensions provide an initial barometer of faculty behaviors. But again, quantitative items
should include careful analysis measures of central tendency, normative versus criterion-referenced
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approaches, and frequency analysis along. In addition to examining individual items, some colleges and
universities produce an overall quantitative measure for the SETs that reflect the average ratings across
items. This summative measure not only obscures a potential problem on a single dimension, but may
also be inaccurate due to the instructor demographic variables course content. The quantitative data
should also be interpreted along with qualitative measures as discussed next.

Qualitative Measures
In addition to the quantitative data that are usually in ample supply, SETs usually contain at least one
measure of qualitative feedback (e.g., open-ended question) that is general in nature. This qualitative
feedback is usually solicited through open-ended questions designed to elicit constructive feedback that
individual faculty can use to improve their teaching. However, interpreting qualitative feedback, often
reflecting the affective component of teaching, is necessarily more complex. Faculty and administrators
alike often underutilize qualitative feedback and fail to detect important trends across courses or
semesters. Therefore it is also important to consider how qualitative data can be used to inform faculty
and provide a measure of instructional effectiveness.
How should qualitative data be used in the evaluation process? If, for example, students provide
suggestions for how a course might be improved, a range of responses usually result. A parsimonious
solution to this reality is not only elusive, but fails to capture the multidimensional nature of faculty
behaviors and competencies. A first step may be to examine the qualitative data for trends. For
example, if a large number of students report that the instructor did not use the required textbook, then
it seems appropriate to reconsider requiring the text. Similarly, if only one student reports that he/she
believed the workload was too high for the course, then this comment can be easily dismissed. Much
like the quantitative data, it is important to look for trends that exist within and across semesters. A
single comment in one semester may not be enough to raise concerns, but similar comments across
semesters might be important to track, particularly in the case of tenure and promotion decisions. As
with quantitative data, these qualitative data should be examined in connection with the faculty
members’ self-assessment.
Qualitative responses often help to clarify the quantitative responses provided on the affective
dimensions. For example, the Teacher Behavior Checklist (Keeley, et al., 2006) includes an item assessing
whether the instructor using a creative and interesting presentation style Although the instructor might
be rated highly on this item, students might qualitatively report that the instructor tells so many
interesting stories that content relevant instruction suffers. In other words, although it is important to
actively engage students, and creative anecdotes might be interesting, it is possible to score highly on
this item while at the same time introducing an impediment to learning that can only be identified using
the qualitative responses of SETs. In sum, the multi-method analysis provides a more complete picture
of affective behaviors.
The qualitative measures can also provide important insight into specific behaviors that might not
otherwise be considered using a purely quantitative measure. For example, students might report that
an instructor routinely engages in rigid grading practices designed to penalize, rather than encourage
student learning. If we rely only on the quantitative items, then a faculty member might be rated highly
on the item that asks if grading criteria are clear. However, in this example, clear criteria may be so rigid
that students attend to insignificant details rather than the more important pedagogical goal of instilling
critical thinking. Therefore, a single item from a typical SET may not tell the full story. Instead, a
complete analysis requires qualitative measures.
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As another example, if students report that they are not receiving enough guidance for a writing
assignment, the responses must be considered within the context of the overall course. Providing
students with adequate guidance for writing may be appropriately directed with a well-developed rubric
that is provided to students. Yet extremely detailed, but marginally important criteria (e.g., losing one
point for every error in APA format) may restrict students from developing the ability to write well. The
rubric that a faculty member uses to evaluate an assignment could be part of a teaching portfolio; if so,
evaluators could consider the clarity of the rubric in conjunction with the SET responses. Qualitative
feedback derived from SETs must be carefully examined for trends that might reflect a general approach
that may or may not be beneficial to student learning. For example, if a faculty member emphasizes
superficial learning (e.g., format) that is easy to grade, rather than critical thinking, ratings of clarity may
artificially produce lowing ratings for the teacher emphasizing a more comprehensive teaching
approach. Thus, qualitative, open-ended items provide a rich source of information that can help to
inform the evaluator about the overall classroom experience.

Using SETs in the Evaluation Process
Although SETs are not necessarily a measure of student learning, the combined use of quantitative and
qualitative measures provides important insight into teaching effectiveness. Using a multi-method
approach that includes both types of data from SETs, along with a faculty self-evaluation and
pedagogical materials can provide useful information that will aid in evaluating faculty effectiveness. To
obtain a complete understanding of faculty effectiveness, it is important to consider these measures
within the context of the faculty members’ general approach to teaching. Without an understanding of
the faculty member’s approach, it is possible that data may be misunderstood.
How should SETs be interpreted? First, it is important to consider situational context. Although a
teaching philosophy may not always be explicitly stated, faculty members usually have a working
philosophy that is transmitted to students informally. If faculty have not articulated their teaching
philosophy, then it may be useful to invite faculty to be more explicit about their approach. A clear
philosophy statement can then be used by the faculty member and the evaluator to place SETs in
context. So, if a faculty member is using a developmental approach that involves challenging students to
improve over the course of a semester, then their approach may be reflected in their assignments. For
example, if students write a literature review and are provided with general criteria (i.e., a grading
rubric) for how the assignment will be evaluated, then the assignment and grading practices may be
pedagogically sound. Students should always receive clear guidance in advance of submitting an
assignment. For example, a rubric that details how an assignment will be graded provides useful
guidance for the student. Yet students may report that they were not provided with adequate guidance
for the assignment. In this context, a balanced rubric, one that provides guidance, but not so highly
detailed that it prevents students from developing critical thinking skills, may be appropriate. In other
words, a highly detailed grading rubric that emphasizes unimportant details (e.g., rigid penalties for
small APA style errors), rather than more complex concepts (e.g., general writing ability) may limit the
students’ developmental progression. In fact, the less specific rubric may provide students with clear
guidance about assignments that is consistent with the pedagogical intentions of the instructor, but at
the same time, students may be uncomfortable with the challenge to develop more sophisticated
writing skills. Viewing the grading rubric aids in interpreting the SETs as responses are then being
considered within the context of the faculty member’s teaching philosophy. Doing so may reveal that
students are provided with just the right amount of guidance to help them develop their writing skills.
What is the process for using SETs in the evaluation cycle? Who should review the SETs first? For
example, during the annual review process sometimes a department chair will conduct a preliminary
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review of the SETs, and in other instances the faculty member reviews the SETs first. If the SETs are to be
used to improve instruction, then the faculty member should review the SETs first. A thorough selfevaluation of the feedback may help an individual faculty member to improve their instruction
independently. Faculty should be encouraged to annually review the SETs in the context of their
teaching approach and to develop a response to the qualitative and quantitative elements of the SETs.
Providing faculty members with the opportunity to review the SETs first allows the faculty member to
interpret the feedback within the context of their teaching style and to provide any additional context
that may have been specific to the course. Similarly, an annual review of SETs provides an opportunity
for a faculty member to address a potential weakness before a pattern emerges across multiple
semesters. For example, it is possible that one section of a course inexplicably doesn’t work out well and
the quantitative evaluations were uncharacteristically low. It may be that one disruptive student
introduced a level of discomfort that simply could not be overcome. So, in this one instance the faculty
member can provide the context that helps to interpret the unusual set of SETs. When a faculty member
prepares the promotion and tenure portfolio, he or she can place the SETs in context. Therefore, it only
makes sense to allow faculty to engage in self-reflection and context-dependent variables annually. In
other words, faculty should interpret their SETs and provide ideas for how to improve (and there is
always room for improvement).
It is also important to consider how SETs should be used holistically. Although it is important to engage
in thoughtful review and evaluation of SETs annually, it is also important to consider trends that may
persist long-term. SETs are almost always required as one component of a tenure, promotion, and posttenure portfolios. Multiple evaluators will have an opportunity to review SETs and to consider trends
across semesters. This broader perspective will allow a faculty member and evaluators to reflect on the
larger, more complete set of student feedback that reflects a sustained approach to teaching. In most
instances faculty will be able consider trends across semesters and reflect on how their philosophy is
reflected in the feedback they receive from students. Similarly, evaluators will be able to evaluate
systematic trends that persist across semesters.

Concluding Recommendations
At the beginning of this chapter I suggested that a multimethod approach to faculty evaluation should
be employed. Therefore, SETs should be used as only one measure of faculty effectiveness and they
should be interpreted in context. In fact, Smith (2008) proposed a multidimensional model that includes
self reflection, student learning, peer review, and student feedback as potential sources of data that can
be used to evaluate teaching effectiveness.
To ensure they are useful indicators of faculty effectiveness, both qualitative and quantitative SETs,
should be considered in context. Interpreting only the quantitative or the qualitative data
independently can lead to inaccurate interpretations. Similarly discrete analyses that do not include a
faculty members self-evaluation or influencing contextual factors may lead to inaccurate appraisals. The
developmental progression of the faculty member also must be considered, along with their teaching
philosophy, and the situational context. If for example, the faculty member received consistent feedback
that improvements were needed across a number of evaluation periods, but this feedback went
unheeded, then the ongoing issues must be addressed. Similarly, if the faculty member received
feedback, interpreted the feedback, and engaged in revising the course accordingly, then the annual
appraisal should reflect that improvement in instruction. In other words, engaging in self-evaluation and
modifications, despite some negative SETs, can be evaluated positively. This nuanced approach to
evaluation necessarily imposes an even greater onus on the evaluator to remain vigilant in providing
constructive feedback and direction.
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Halonen, Dunn, McCarthy, and Baker (in press) provide guidance for documenting teaching
effectiveness and evaluators may use their recommendations for faculty as a guide for providing
feedback to faculty during the evaluation process. They suggest that faculty should be attentive to
ongoing trends, departmental norms, individual circumstances, and situational context, and should
address negative feedback directly. Indeed, faculty can use these suggestions as an outline for engaging
in reflective self-evaluation.
Use SETs to evaluate and improve instruction. All too often faculty and evaluators treat the annual
review process as a single event. Smith (2008) offers a comprehensive approach to improving instruction
in connection with the evaluation process. His approach is intensive and includes multiple measures.
Although this comprehensive model may be daunting, at a minimum, if the process of annual review is
to achieve the goal of improving instruction, then specific recommendations for instructional
improvement should emerge from the review process. Evaluators can provide guidance for developing
one’s professional competencies or addressing the affective elements of teaching. Specific strategies can
be developed and the effectiveness of the changes can be considered in a subsequent review period.
Use multiple sources of data. Throughout this chapter I suggest that quantitative and qualitative SETs
should be interpreted in the context of the institution, department, and situational factors unique to
each instructor. It should also be apparent that additional measures of faculty performance and student
learning inform the evaluation process (Hoyt & Pallett, n.d.). Evaluators should consider trends in
multiple sources of data (e.g., withdrawal rates, teaching philosophy) that are present across courses
and semesters. Evaluators should also consider recommendations from prior annual reviews, along with
faculty self-assessment measures, in the overall promotion and tenure process.
Develop clear criteria for how SETs will be used in the evaluation process On the one hand; SETs are
purportedly used for improving instruction. Ideally, individual faculty members routinely and
thoughtfully consider student feedback as one measure of teaching effectiveness that will inform
ongoing improvement in instruction. SETs are also used as a measure of teaching effectiveness during
the annual review process. If SETs are to be used equitably, then evaluators should establish clear
criteria for how they will be interpreted and used in the evaluation process (Cashin, 1996).
Ultimately SETs should be used to improve instruction. Although this chapter addresses the role of SETs
in the evaluation process, evaluation necessarily contains an iterative process that involves a mechanism
for instructional improvement. Evaluators have a responsibility not only to assess teaching effectiveness
as one measure of student learning, but also to provide faculty with development support (Smith, 2008).
Good teaching involves specific professional competencies and affective dimensions. Effective
administrators should find ways to provide faculty with professional development opportunities that
help faculty develop on both dimensions. For example, it may be possible to send faculty to a regional
teaching conference or to access professional development opportunities through local campus-based
resources (e.g., center for excellence in teaching and learning). Faculty may also wish to institute midsemester reviews to obtain feedback early in the process.
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Bias in Student Evaluations
Susan A. Basow and Julie L. Martin
Lafayette College
The question of whether student evaluations can be biased is a critical one for those using them,
whether for formative or summative purposes. If student evaluations reflect more than an instructor’s
actual teaching ability, such as how attractive the professor is, this information must be taken into
account when such evaluations are used. Given the important role student evaluations play in many
academic employment decisions--such as hiring, promotion, tenure, salary, and awards--it is vital to
understand potential sources of bias (see McCarthy, this volume). In this chapter, we will examine
potential biasing factors involving the professor--such as gender, race/ethnicity, attractiveness, and age-as well as the course, such as course difficulty and expected grade.

Instructor Factors
Social psychologists have documented how a rater’s perception of and reaction to another person can
be affected by bias, either consciously or unconsciously (Biernat, 2003; Eagly & Karau, 2002; Phelan,
Moss-Racusin, & Rudman, 2008.) In particular, cultural stereotypes, such as for gender and race, may
create different expectations for different individuals. For example, because women are expected to be
nurturant and caring, a woman’s interpersonal skills may be viewed more critically in a rater’s overall
evaluation than would skills of her male counterpart. Furthermore, women and minorities often must
work harder to be perceived as equally competent as White men (the normative group), and it is far
easier for them to “fall from grace” as well (Biernat, Fuegen, & Kobrynowicz, 2010; Foschi, 2000). Thus,
students might perceive the same behavior, such as grading harshly, more negatively if the professor is a
woman or African American or Hispanic (who “should” be “nice” and “caring”) than if the professor is a
White man (who has greater legitimacy due to both race and gender). Such indeed seems to be the case
as we discuss below.
Documenting potential sources of bias in field research is challenging because professors vary on many
factors, all at the same time. That is, professors not only have a gender, they also have a race, an
ethnicity, a certain personality and speaking style; they vary in age and type of course taught in terms of
size, level, and discipline. Because it is likely that many of these factors interact to create a particular
impression, it is difficult to tease apart only the effects of age or race or gender, etc. In order to do that,
laboratory studies often are performed, but their external validity then may be questioned. We will
examine both laboratory and field research on this issue in order to explore the possible biasing effects
of a professor’s gender, race/ethnicity, age, and level of attractiveness on student ratings of teacher
effectiveness. We will also attend to the actual questions being asked, because different aspects of
teaching effectiveness (e.g., knowledge, dynamism, concern about students) may show different
patterns.
Instructor gender
Many research studies have examined whether faculty gender affects student ratings and generally
results suggest the negative (e.g., Bennett, 1982; Feldman, 1993); that is, women faculty do not appear
to get lower evaluations than do male faculty across the board. This seemingly reassuring result,
however, is deceptive because gender appears to operate in interaction with other variables, such as
the gender of the rater, the gender-typing of the field in which one teaches, one’s gender-typed
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characteristics, and status cues. Although gender effects, when found, generally are small in size, they
still may have an impact on the ratings received by some women faculty.
The most frequent finding is that teacher gender interacts with student gender to influence student
ratings. Whereas male faculty tend to be rated similarly by their male and female students, female
faculty tend to be rated lower by their male students and sometimes higher by their female students
(Basow, 1995; Basow & Silberg, 1987; Centra & Gaubatz, 2000; Feldman, 1993). The male students who
are most likely to devalue their female professors tend to be business and engineering majors, students
who tend to hold the most traditional attitudes toward women. Although male students are more likely
to rate their female professors lower than their male professors and are less likely to consider them one
of their “best” professors, they are not more likely to consider them their “worst” professor (Basow,
2000; Basow, Phelan, & Capotosto, 2006). In contrast, female students often do choose women faculty
as “best” and rate them higher than male faculty, especially on qualities related to “fairness” and
“providing a comfortable classroom environment.” In general, men faculty often are rated higher than
women on questions related to scholarship/knowledge and dynamism/enthusiasm, while women
faculty often are rated higher than men on questions relating to faculty-student interactions and quality
(Bachen, McLoughlin, & Garcia, 1999; Basow & Montgomery, 2005; Bennett, 1982). For example, in
Centra and Gaubatz’s (2000) study of 741 classes at 21 institutions, male professors were evaluated
similarly by their male and female students, but female professors were rated higher by their female
students overall and on questions relating to communication and faculty-student interaction.
The subject matter that a professor teaches also plays a role in student ratings. Overall, humanities
professors tend to get higher ratings with natural science and engineering professors getting the lowest
ratings (Basow, 1995; Basow & Montgomery, 2005). Teacher gender tends to interact with student
gender in the humanities and social sciences, with female faculty receiving lower ratings from their male
students than they do from their female students. But in the natural sciences, all students tend to rate
female faculty lower than male faculty, especially on questions such as “demonstrates knowledge.” This
result may be due to the fact that the sciences are considered traditionally masculine fields.
Gender as well as discipline may affect a particular professor’s teaching style. For example, men are
more likely than women to use a lecture-based teaching style, perhaps because they are more likely to
be teaching fact-based courses, such as the physical sciences (Basow & Montgomery, 2005; Brady &
Eisler, 1999; Canada & Pringle, 1995). Conversely, women are more likely than men to use a more
discussion-based teaching style, perhaps because they are more likely to be teaching humanities
courses. Still, even when faculty members are matched in terms of rank and discipline, female faculty
are found to be more student-oriented and to engage students more in discussions than their male
counterparts (Statham, Richardson, & Cook, 1991). In contrast, male faculty appear more likely than
female faculty to assert their authority in the classroom through public reprimands and corrections. It
may be that these different teaching styles appear gendered to students as well such that women who
use a lecture-based teaching style are evaluated more negatively than men who do so.
Teacher personality characteristics also may affect student evaluations in gendered ways. Because
women are expected to be caring, they are judged more critically than their male counterparts when
they appear to violate students’ gendered expectations, such as by being demanding, grading harshly,
not accepting student excuses, and not being always available (Basow et al., 2006; Bennett, 1982;
Sinclair & Kunda, 2000). Sprague and Massoni (2005) in their qualitative study found that students
expect more of their women professors compared to their men professors in terms of time and help and
react with greater hostility if these expectations are not met.
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In general, women faculty bear the burden of higher expectations. Because gender expectations of men
overlap considerably with expectations of professors (e.g., competence, knowledge, high status), a male
professor has credibility regardless of age or appearance. For example, Arbuckle and Williams (2003)
found that students rated a “young” male professor higher than they rated a “young” female professor
in a laboratory study that used the exact same lecture but varied the description of the professor in
terms of age and gender. Thus age (and other low status cues) may interact with gender to affect
student ratings of women and not men. This may be because gender expectations of women do not
overlap much with expectations of professors. Therefore, women professors often have to “prove” that
they are credible by more clearly displaying expected “professor” qualities of knowledge, competence,
and assertiveness, but must do so while also displaying expected “feminine” qualities, such as warmth
and nurturance.
In summary, women faculty are expected to be more available and more nurturing than men faculty,
and they typically are. But these qualities only result in comparable evaluations, not higher ones. If,
however, female professors are not more available and nurturant than their male counterparts, such as
by having more office hours or requiring less work, they will be rated lower than similar male colleagues.
Thus, comparable ratings of male and female faculty may mask a differential set of student expectations
for faculty behavior. For particular women (e.g., those who appear young, who are in a stereotypically
masculine field, who have a no-nonsense teaching style and teach primarily male students), gender
variables can have a negative impact on their student evaluations.
Professor race and ethnicity
Relative to professor gender, the effects of professor race and ethnicity on student evaluations have not
been widely studied. This may be due to the relatively low percentage of non-White faculty at
institutions of higher education in the U.S. Similar to instructor gender, however, it is likely that racial
and ethnic stereotypes affect students’ perceptions of and reactions to minority faculty. In particular,
African American and Hispanic professors are likely to have to “prove” their knowledge and competence
in ways that White professors do not. It also is likely that instructor race/ethnicity interacts with
professor gender as well as with student race/ethnicity but very few studies have examined these
interactions.
Some research suggests that minority professors may enact their roles differently than White
professors. For example, Harlow’s (2003) interviews with White and African American faculty members
at a large predominantly-White state university found Black professors showed disproportionate
amounts of doubt, questioning of their own status, and feeling the need to prove their abilities, as
compared to the White professors. Minority faculty, especially women, also appear to have a greater
service and mentoring burden than their White counterparts (Griffin & Reddick, 2011) that may
translate into higher student expectations of these qualities in minority faculty, similar to those found
for White women.
In general, African American and Hispanic faculty appear to receive lower evaluations than White and
Asian faculty (Hamermesh & Parker, 2005). For example, using student evaluations of faculty at the top
25 liberal arts colleges in the U.S. posted on the website ratemyprofessor.com, Reid (2010) found that
Black faculty, especially Black men, were evaluated more critically and given lower ratings on quality,
helpfulness, and clarity than their White counterparts. Similarly, Smith (2007) found that White faculty
were rated consistently higher than Black faculty on global measures of overall teaching at a large
university in the southern United States. Because these are naturalistic studies, it is not clear whether
such differential ratings are due to bias, to actual differences in teaching effectiveness, or to other
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factors, such as the subject matter being taught or teaching style. Some indication that bias may be
involved comes from a study by Ho, Thomsen, and Sidanius (2009) who examined how ratings of
professor intellectual competence and sensitivity to students related to ratings of overall teaching
effectiveness in a sample of 5,655 randomly-selected students. Although the overall performance
ratings of African American faculty did not differ from those of White faculty, students’ perceptions of
intellectual competence were a bigger factor in the overall performance evaluations of Black compared
to White faculty. This finding is consistent with social psychological research findings that lower status
groups (e.g., women, African Americans) must “prove” competence when evaluated for high status
positions (e.g., Foschi, 2000).
In one of the few laboratory studies on the effects of professor race (White, Asian, or African American)
and gender on student evaluations, Bavishi, Madera, and Hebl (2010) asked entering college students to
rate a Curricula Vita as to the competency, legitimacy, and interpersonal skills of the hypothetical
professor. Results revealed that African American professors, especially women, were rated the lowest
on all three dimensions and Asian professors were rated lower than the White professors on
interpersonal skills. Therefore, although Asian professors may be viewed more positively than Black
professors, they still may experience some negative perceptions based on race.
The type of course that minority faculty members teach may also affect how students perceive and rate
them. Given that White males are viewed as the “normative” professor, both women and minority
faculty may be viewed both as less legitimate and less objective. In race-focused diversity courses, most
likely to be taught by minority faculty, students appear to view African American faculty as more biased
and subjective, although more knowledgeable, than White faculty teaching the same course (Anderson
& Smith, 2005; Littleford, Ong, Tseng, Milliken, & Humy, 2010). In general, faculty teaching about White
privilege to White students often receive lower student evaluations in those courses than in their other
courses (Boatright-Horowitz & Soeung, 2009), a finding that may contribute to the lower ratings of
African American and Hispanic faculty frequently found.
Given the paucity of minorities among the professorate as well as the student body, it is not clear
whether minority students react the same way to minority professors, especially of their own
race/ethnicity, as White students do. In a few naturalistic studies, students have been found to receive
more attention and support by a faculty member of the same race than by a faculty member of another
race (Dee, 2005; Ehrenberg, Goldhaber, & Brewer, 1995). It is possible that teachers’ in-group support
may influence students’ perceptions and evaluations such that a student in-group preference is found,
at least on some questions. As noted above, this frequently is the pattern found regarding how student
gender and faculty gender interact. In other contexts, such as doctor-patient relationships and peer
friendships, race-concordance is associated with more positive ratings (Cooper-Patrick et al., 1999;
Verkuyten, 2007). Research is needed on this question.
Overall, it is likely that race/ethnicity of the professor affects student ratings, with White faculty
generally rated higher than minority faculty, but this effect may depend on the specific question (e.g.,
overall, interpersonal) and other variables, such a professor gender, student race/ethnicity, and type of
course being evaluated.
Professor age
Another demographic variable that has been insufficiently studied is professor age. This may be
particularly salient as the baby-boom generation, now entering retirement, moves through the
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professorate. As with other professor factors, it is likely to operate in interaction with other variables,
such as professor gender, student age, and type of course taught.
Age discrimination has been found in the workplace, with older job applicants often viewed more
negatively than younger and middle-aged applicants (e.g., Kite, Stockdale, Whitley, & Johnson, 2005;
Krings, Sczesny, & Kluge, 2011). In order to examine the effect of professor age on student evaluations,
several laboratory studies have been conducted, wherein a professor’s age is varied by either pictures
and/or written descriptions. In two studies using a hypothetical male professor of three different ages
(25, 53, 73), college students tended to rate the oldest professor most negatively (Levin, 1988; Stolte,
1996). In Arbuckle and Williams’ (2003) experimental study, female and male students watched slides
of an age- and gender-neutral stick figure and listened to a neutral voice presenting a lecture. Students
then evaluated the stick-figure professor on teacher evaluation forms that indicated one of four
different age and gender conditions—male or female; “old” (over 55) or “young” (under 35). The
“young” male professor received significantly higher ratings on questions tapping “enthusiasm” and
“meaningful voice tone” than did the “young” female professor and both “old” professors. There was
no effect of age or gender on ratings of “seemed to be relaxed and confident.” Thus age and gender
may interact to the benefit of younger males, at least on some evaluative questions. Because these are
all laboratory studies and two of the three are over 15 years old, it is not clear how well they relate to
contemporary evaluation contexts.
In the only quasi-naturalistic study found that explored the effect of professor age, Radmacher and
Martin (2001) recruited a volunteer sample of 13 professors (2 male, 11 female) from different
disciplines to collect mid-term evaluations from their students (N = 351). Results indicated that teacher
age was significantly negatively correlated with ratings of teacher effectiveness, but the size of the
correlation was small. Given the double-standard of aging in U.S. culture wherein older women are
viewed even more negatively than older men (Kite et al., 2005), and the predominance of women
professors in the Radmacher and Martin study, it is possible that instructor age and gender may
interact.
Overall, professor age is understudied and likely to operate in interaction with other factors in affecting
student evaluations. There is some evidence that older faculty may receive “lower” evaluations relative
to “younger” ones. Whether this relationship is curvilinear (i.e., perhaps the best-rated professor is in
her/his 40s rather than 30s or 50s) needs to be examined further.
Professor attractiveness
Professor attractiveness is a more seemingly-subjective variable than the other categories of potential
bias (gender, race/ethnicity, age) we have discussed. Considerable research has demonstrated that
attractive people generally are liked better and perceived more positively than their less-attractive peers
(Dion, Berscheid, & Walster, 1972; Langlois, Kalakanis, Rubenstein, Larson, Hallam, & Smoot, 2000). This
preferential treatment of attractive people holds true for both females and males and has been found in
student evaluations as well.
Economists Hamermesh and Parker (2005) took pictures of professors from departmental websites and
various other sources at the University of Texas in Austin and had six students (3 male, 3 female) rate
the attractiveness of each picture. Using each professor’s average attractiveness rating along with other
demographic and course variables, the researchers examined which factors significantly predicted the
end-of-term ratings of course excellence. Results indicated that the effects of professor attractiveness
on average course ratings were significant and strong, especially in lower division courses. Moving from
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one standard deviation below the mean in attractiveness to one standard deviation above led to nearly
a full standard deviation increase in the average class rating of teacher effectiveness. Interestingly,
attractiveness ratings accounted for more of the variance in the ratings of male compared to female
professors, perhaps because women were rated lower than men on teaching effectiveness, or because
other factors may contribute more to ratings of women than to men (e.g., personal traits, teaching style,
type of course, gender of student).
Other research has found similar results. For example, using student ratings from the website
ratemyprofessor.com, Riniolo and colleagues (2006) found that those teachers with higher scores on the
attractiveness scale also had higher scores on ratings of teacher effectiveness. This significant positive
correlation was found for both men and women. Although data on this website is not a random sample,
the findings are consistent with other research. Overall, physical attractiveness of a professor may bias
student evaluations in a positive direction. Further research is needed to examine the possible
interaction between professor gender and professor attractiveness on students’ evaluations.

Course-Related Factors
As student evaluations have increased in importance in employment-related decisions, so has concern
over whether faculty can improve the ratings they receive by reducing the rigor of the course material or
by grading more leniently. These two factors have received extensive study and the answer is
complicated (see also Keeley, this volume and Wilson & Ryan, this volume).
Expected grade
Some relationship between grades students receive and student evaluations of teacher effectiveness is
to be expected. Indeed, one way to assess the validity of student evaluations is to ascertain if the
teachers with the highest ratings also have students who learn more, as assessed by their academic
performance and the grades they receive. The best test of this relationship is in multiple-section
courses taught by different instructors where all students take a common final exam. In such studies,
there is a modest but significant positive correlation between student academic performance and
student evaluations (Cohen, 1981).
In other research designs, however, where there is no common course material or common exam, the
relationship between student grade and teacher evaluations may reflect something other than teaching
effectiveness—it may reflect student “liking,” or gratefulness for a high grade, or student unhappiness
and dislike for a low grade, regardless of actual student learning. Especially for untenured faculty, this
presumed relationship has been viewed as contributing to grade inflation (Eizler, 2002)—an increase in
grading leniency in order to obtain more positive student evaluations.
This assumed grading effect is a source of great concern for those who have to interpret and utilize
student evaluations. In order to assess the research on whether such a grading effect occurs, it is
important to make a distinction between actual and expected grade. Since course evaluations typically
are completed before students receive their final course grade, a grading effect would be demonstrated
by a greater correlation between students’ expected grade and student ratings of their professor than
between students’ actual grade and their ratings. Such indeed is the case (Felton, 2008; Greenwald &
Gillmore, 1997; Millea & Grimes, 2002). For example, Ducette and Kenney’s (1982) examination of 456
classes at an eastern university over the course of three years found that students who expected higher
grades gave their instructor higher ratings on effectiveness than those who expected lower grades.
However, there was no significant relationship between actual grades and ratings of teacher
effectiveness.
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Eizler (2002) investigated whether the use of student evaluations of teaching effectiveness contributed
to grade inflation by examining student evaluations in more than 37,000 course sections between 1980
and 1999 in a mid-sized, public university in the upper Midwest. The percentage of students expecting
A/A– grades was relatively stable during the 1980s but increased steadily by more than 10% over the
next 10 years; the same pattern was found in student ratings of teaching (i.e., student ratings were
relatively stable during the 1980s but increased steadily in the ‘90s.) The correlations between expected
grade and student ratings remained significant even after controlling for variables tapping alternative
explanations, such as prior achievement, course popularity and instructor appeal. Thus, it seems likely
that grading leniency can bias student ratings in the positive direction.
Course difficulty
Course difficulty is another course factor that may affect student ratings either directly (if students give
higher ratings to professors of “easier” courses than to those of more challenging ones) or indirectly
through its effect on grades (i.e., students in “easier” courses may expect higher grades, and it is this
higher expected grade that is associated with higher student ratings). The research on this question
does not present a clear picture.
Some studies find a direct relationship (e.g., Addison, Best, & Warrington, 2006) wherein courses
considered easier than expected receive higher ratings than courses viewed as harder than expected,
regardless of student grade. Other studies find evidence of an indirect relationship between ratings of
course difficulty and student evaluations, mediated by expected course grade (e.g., Ducette & Kenney,
1982). Still other studies find either no relationship or a more complicated one (Heckert, Latier,
Ringwald-Burton, & Drazen, 2006; Marsh & Roche, 2000; Millea & Grimes, 2002; Zabaleta, 2000). For
example, there may be a relationship between perceived course difficulty and student ratings only for
students expecting lower grades. In some cases, greater student effort is associated with higher rather
than lower student ratings.

Summary and Implications
Although there is still a considerable amount of research needed to understand all the ways that student
evaluations can be biased, this chapter suggests that not only is some bias possible but it is likely. As a
human activity reliant upon person perception and interpersonal judgment, student ratings are affected
by the same factors that can potentially affect any rater’s judgment: stereotypes based on gender,
race/ethnicity, age, and other qualities (such as professor sexual orientation); the equation of “what is
beautiful is good;” more positive feelings towards those who seem to reward us (e.g., with good grades).
Even though the size of individual effects may be small, for specific professors these small effects may
add up to make a meaningful difference on the ratings they receive. Although the average-looking
young-to-middle-aged White male professor teaching traditional courses may receive student ratings
that are relatively unbiased reflections of his teaching effectiveness, other professors (women,
minorities, older, unattractive-looking, teaching diversity-related courses) may receive evaluations that
reflect some degree of bias. It behooves those who use such ratings for evaluative purposes to
understand the subtle ways such variables may operate, especially in interaction with each other.
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On-line Measures of Student Evaluation of Instruction
Cheryll M. Adams
Ball State University
Evaluation is a controversial topic in any field when one person is given the charge to evaluate another,
particularly when the evaluator is junior in experience to the person being evaluated (Haefele, 1993;
Kulik, 2001). The field of education, whether we are targeting K-12 or higher education, has individuals
on both sides of the evaluation coin. Some argue for the importance of having students evaluate their
instructors while others argue just as strongly that students, who generally do not understand teaching
pedagogy, are not competent to determine whether an instructor performs at a particular level. In
higher education, evaluations may take a number of forms, both formative and summative (see Addison
and Stowell, this volume, and Keeley, this volume). Some instructors use “exit cards” or “tickets to
leave” periodically during the semester. That is, instructors may hand out actual pieces of paper with
questions about how the student perceives the class thus far or may dictate questions while students
answer on index cards or slips of paper. Some instructors may ask questions related to a particular
assignment. These instruments are generally used to gather data on how the students feel about the
course at a particular time during the semester. These assessments may be collected as often as every
few weeks, particularly if they are based on simple queries such as “here’s what’s working for me,” or
“here is where I am having trouble.” Such assessments allow the instructor to make changes to the
course based on feedback before the end of the course. End of course evaluations gather summative
data about individual classes and may be used by an instructor to make changes in the course the next
time it is taught. Traditionally, these summative evaluations have been used to compare faculty and
may be used to make salary, promotion, and tenure decisions. Another controversy is sparked when
different departments use different questions on their respective instruments, making a true
comparison nearly impossible (see McCarthy, this volume, for a discussion).
When the results of student evaluations are used for promotion, tenure, and salary decisions, faculty
often list sampling bias as a factor that might affect average ratings. That is, faculty may believe that
only those who are truly fond of an instructor and check all categories with the highest rating or totally
dislike an instructor and conversely check the lowest rating for every question will respond to the
evaluations, thus skewing the results (Smith, 2011). Another controversy exists when the evaluation
includes questions that assess students’ evaluation of the course. Students who enjoyed the course may
give a high rating while those who disliked it, particularly if it is a required course, may indicate their
displeasure by rating the course poorly. Faculty continue to discuss the validity of evaluations that
depend on the capriciousness of the students responding to the questions.
In recent years, more institutions of higher education (IHE) have moved from paper and pencil surveys
to online evaluations of instruction (Avery, Bryant, Mathios, Kang, & Bell, 2006). This practice has not
eliminated the previous controversies mentioned, but instead, it has brought new ones to the forefront.
The advantages of using online evaluations include cost-effectiveness, more time for responding, and
faster feedback to faculty. The trade off, in general, is a lower response rate for the evaluations
(Anderson, Cain, & Bird, 2005; Dommeyer, Baum, Hanna, & Chapman,2004).
This chapter will address survey research and online survey research in general to lay the foundation for
a discussion of online measures of instruction. I look at the pros and cons of using online measures of
instruction instead of traditional paper and pencil measures. I examine the issue of response rate and
offer some recommendations for using online measures of instruction effectively.
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Online Survey Research
Survey research in general
Surveys are designed to collect information from a group of individuals (Fowler, 2009). A vital
component of any survey is question design. After questions have been developed, a pilot test of the
questions using individuals from the target population is a necessary step to ensure that the questions
are being understood as the developers intended and that the answers are meaningful. Because those
who choose to respond to a survey may differ from the actual population, error can interfere with the
accuracy of any inferences made using the data (Fowler, 2009). For example, if the population is all
undergraduates at the university, there will be sampling error if no seniors respond. If a survey is
designed to gather information about faculty members’ teaching ability, bias could be a factor if
students’ ratings are based on how well they like the faculty members rather than on the quality of their
teaching (see Wilson & Ryan, this volume). Another important issue is response rate which, in the
context of survey research, refers to the proportion of the number in the sample who complete the
survey (Fowler, 2009). Response rates for surveys vary considerably, but those that are administered onsite generally have higher response rates than those that are mailed or completed online (Sue & Ritter,
2007). Hence, faculty and administrators are understandably concerned about whether these lower
rates adequately represent the population of students in any given course.
Online survey research
There have been many studies focusing on online surveys. An often-cited reference for looking at
electronic surveys in general is the meta-analysis of response rates in electronic surveys which used a
wide range of databases to garner 68 surveys from 49 studies that met the researchers’ criteria (Cook,
Heath, & Thompson, 2000). The results from this comprehensive analysis indicate that the number of
contacts such as follow-up letters (rs =.560), receiving a personalized letter (rs =.524), and receiving
prenotification (rs =.328) were important if the goal is increased response rates. Those factors that were
less relevant were the length of the survey and whether a password was required. Sheehan and
McMillan (1999) pointed out the lower response rates for electronic surveys compared to surveys
distributed through the mail and urged researchers to begin to determine ways to increase the rate. The
results of this meta-analysis (Cook, et al., 2000) provided information that can be useful in raising
response rates to electronic surveys.
As with any survey not given in a face-to-face situation, we can never be completely sure that the
person for whom the survey is intended is the actual person who is completing the survey. Although
there have been studies that provide recommendations to diminish the opportunity to cheat when
taking an examination online, to date there have been no studies that looked specifically at this issue in
online measures of instruction. If evaluations are not completed onsite so that faculty can be sure the
correct students are completing the evaluations, there is no way to prove one way or the other who
responded to the online evaluation form. This is one area that still needs examining before we can be
sure of the integrity of the results.

Using Online Surveys to Measure Instruction
Measures of instruction
Virtually every institution of higher education uses student completed end-of-course evaluations as part
of the documentation necessary for salary, promotion, and tenure decisions. These measures of
instruction are almost exclusively in the form of surveys, and the advantages and disadvantages of
survey research apply to these evaluations. Although faculty may argue the fact, various studies indicate
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that student evaluations are considered to be highly reliable and moderately valid (Aleamoni, 1999;
Centra, 1993; Hobson & Talbot, 2001; see also Keeley, this volume). Other evaluations (e.g., peer
evaluations, syllabus reviews, and chair evaluations) are, in general, a much less reliable and valid
(Centra, 1993; but see Ismail, Buskist, & Groccia, this volume and Schafer, Yost Hammer, & Berntsen,
this volume, for a discussion of effective use of these evaluation methods). The effect of students’
grades on how they rate the instructor appears to be small or non-existent (V. Johnson, 2002; Gigliotti &
Buchtel, 1990; Greenwald & Gillmore, 1997). Although many faculty believe students who do poorly in
class will rate their instructors low, there is virtually no difference between the instructor’s rating from
those who do poorly in class and those who do very well (Liegle & McDonald, 2004). What does seem to
affect ratings is how much students perceive they have learned despite their final grade, whether the
class was “a breeze” or difficult, and whether the class stimulated them intellectually (Centra, 2003;
Remedios & Lieberman, 2008). (See Basow & Martin, this volume, for a discussion of other possible
biases affecting student evaluations of faculty.)
Despite the widespread use of these evaluations, students seem to have little knowledge about how the
evaluations are used and the role they play in salary, promotion, and tenure decisions (Spencer &
Schmelkin, 2002; Galliard, Mitchell, & Kavota, 2006). They often believe that no one except the
instructor sees the evaluations and that the instructor is not under any obligation to make changes to
the course based on the evaluations (Beran & Rokosh, 2009; Nasser & Fresko, 2002; Spencer &
Schmelkin, 2002). In fact, there is some truth to these students’ beliefs as research indicates some
instructors put little value in evaluations and rarely use the results to revise their courses (Beran &
Rokosk, 2009; Nasser & Fresko, 2002; Spencer & Schmelkin, 2002). There is evidence that students have
a better chance of completing course evaluations if they believe there is some value in doing so. Several
studies suggest that if students perceive their opinions count and understand exactly how the
evaluations are used, they will be more likely to complete the evaluation (Spencer & Schmelkin, 2002;
Galliard et al., 2006).
Paper and pencil measures of instruction
Until recently, most surveys designed to measure students’ perceptions of their courses and instructors
were administered via paper and pencil. For example, students might blacken in bubbles on an end-ofcourse survey using a 5-point Likert scale with anchor points of strongly agree (5) and strongly disagree
(1) to indicate their opinions in response to various questions designed to measure their satisfaction
with the course and their instructor. Quite often the students received the survey during class the week
before the final exam. The surveys were anonymous and generally had a good response rate due to the
“captive audience.” Although a student could simply not respond by placing a blank survey in the
envelope, response rates were usually upwards of 70% (Dommeyer, et al., 2004; Layne, DeCristoforo, &
McGinty, 1999). Even with the high response rates of surveying students on-site, the cost of preparing
the actual forms, the time necessary for administrative assistants to sort the forms according to
instructor and class, the chance of instructor influence on the results, the use of class time to administer
the survey, and the length of time necessary to type student responses so instructors cannot recognize
handwriting, tabulate and analyze the forms are only a few of the disadvantages in using this method
(Dommeyer, et al., 2004; Gamliel & Davidovitz, 2005; Nulty, 2008). Thus advances in technology led
many IHE to seriously consider using online course and instructor evaluations.
Online measures of instruction
Online evaluations are those that are accessible to students through a link generally sent to them in an
email that includes directions about how to complete the evaluation. A student may receive a notice for
each class in which the student is enrolled or all classes may be accessed through a link specifically for
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that student. The emails may be sent as a blast to all students simultaneously or directions may be
provided at a central location easily accessible to students. Students respond to each question by
selecting the appropriate answer and most surveys have a section for open-ended comments. The
means for sending the emails to the students and for receiving and analyzing the data are specific to
each university or college. Unless the IHE chooses to revise their surveys (other than to change format),
the same survey used for the paper and pencil mode can be used for the online mode of evaluation.
The move towards online evaluation in the last decade is evident at IHE, and the body of research on the
topic of online evaluations is expanding. From a review of the literature, two major advantages of
online evaluations that distinguish them from paper and pencil modes are consistently mentioned:
efficiency and cost-effectiveness (Anderson, et al., 2005; Cook, et al., 2000; Dommeyer, et al., 2004;
Layne, et.al, 1999; Nulty, 2008; “Student evaluations of teaching,” 2011).
The efficiency and cost effectiveness of online evaluations are well-documented (Anderson, et al., 2005;
Cook, et al., 2000; Dommeyer, et al., 2004; Layne, et al., 1999; Nulty, 2008; ”Student evaluations of
teaching,” 2011). Although paper and pencil evaluations take an inordinate amount of time to prepare
and distribute, online evaluations do not involve hard copies and distribution is at the touch of a button.
No class time is wasted by the need to complete paper and pencil copies and the need for someone to
monitor the process during class is eliminated. Even with paper evaluations that are scanned rather
than being processed by hand, time is a considerable factor leading to inefficiency. Moreover, online
evaluations allow for faster analysis and reporting of data. Instead of taking weeks to receive a tabulated
report, faculty can receive the information shortly after the evaluation window closes. Many IHE do,
however, have a policy concerning when evaluation data can be distributed (e.g., after grades have been
submitted) rather than allowing results to be accessible immediately. Online evaluations also are less
open to instructor influence. Another advantage is that all students have the opportunity to provide the
evaluation when it is convenient for them during the window given for completion. In contrast, when in
class evaluations are collected, students who are absent during the day do not have the opportunity to
provide an evaluation. Another issue is that the laborious task of getting paper evaluations ready is
inefficient and costly. Personnel may need to be pulled from other areas to assist, abandoning their
usual tasks. Sometimes additional personnel must be hired to assist for the preparation period. Storage
space at most IHE is at a premium and only limited extra space is available in which to store paper
surveys until the limit for keeping them expires. The cost is much lower for managing, analyzing, and
reporting data that can be stored electronically.
A third advantage reported by several studies looks at benefits to the students. Students are more likely
to complete the comment sections because their handwriting cannot be recognized, and they generally
view typing comments as an easier task than writing responses (Bullock, 2003; Dommeyer, Baum,
Chapman, & Hanna, 2002; Layne, et al., 1999).

Response Rates: Issues and Solutions
Despite the advantages and the fact that the number of IHE that have revised their measures of
instruction from paper and pencil to online versions is rapidly increasing, there are still some hurdles to
overcome, the most conspicuous of which is the lower response rate for online versions (Anderson, et
al., 2005; Avery, et al., 2006; Dommeyer, et al., 2000; Heath, Lawyer, & Rasmussen, 2007; Nulty 2008).
Studies show that even when the paper and pencil documents and the online versions were identical,
response rates to the online version were lower (Anderson, et al., 2005; “Student evaluations of
teaching,” 2011). Although Nulty (2008) speculates the issue resides in the face-to-face administration
of paper and pencil surveys which, of course, negates one of the main advantages of online surveys, to
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date, no one has uncovered the definitive reason or reasons for the lower rate. He does present a table
that describes the number of students who must respond for a given class size to procure a specific
response rate at a particular confidence level. While Nulty demonstrates his findings for class sizes from
10 to 2000, Table 1 only shows selected class sizes. This table is presented only as a guide, and we are
cautioned that both sample error and sample bias will result when response rates are low.
Table 1
Required response rate by class size
Liberal conditions
Stringent conditions
10% Sampling errors; 80%

3% Sampling errors; 95%

Confidence level

Confidence level

Total number
of students in
the course

Required
number of
respondents

Response rate
required

Required
number of
respondents

Response rate
required

10

7

75%

10

100%

20

12

58%

19

97%

30

14

48%

29

96%

50

17

35%

47

95%

70

19

28%

64

91%

100

21

21%

87

87%

Bias
As discussed previously, lower response rates may have both sample and error bias. In a (N=2011)
study using sex, ethnicity, cumulative GPA, course grade, total number of credits completed at the
school, and course size, Jones (2009) found that only course grade was a potential source of sample
bias. If only those students who received high course grades responded, the evaluation results may not
reflect what the class as a whole perceived about the instructor. Thorpe (2002) also investigated
potential sources of bias, and in that study (N=844), females, individuals with higher GPAs, and students
earning higher grades tended to respond to the request to evaluate courses in greater numbers than did
other individuals. Conversely, other researchers have examined the issue of bias and concluded that
there is no concrete evidence that online evaluations produce any more bias than paper and pencil
evaluations (Avery, et al., 2006; Dommeyer, 2004; Liu, 2006; Sax, Gilmartin, & Bryant, 2003 ). Of
particular note are those studies that used identical surveys given in both formats (Anderson, et al.,
2005; “Student evaluations of teaching,” 2011). Other than the lower response rates, there were no
other significant differences in the responses.
Incentives/Disincentives
Multiple studies suggest the use of incentives (rewards) and disincentives (punitive consequences) as a
means of raising response rates (Anderson et al., 2005; Ballantyne, 2003; Dommeyer, et al., 2004; T.
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Johnson, 2003; Prunty, 2011; Ravenscroft & Enyeart, 2009). Table 2 provides a list of possible incentives
and disincentives with the supporting research. All incentives/disincentives contributed to raising
response rates, although some were more effective than others. Contrary to what some faculty may
believe, no bias was found in the evaluations when an incentive was used (Dommeyer et al., 2004).
Prunty (2011) describes her own attempt to raise the response rate in her class by offering a 1% overall
grade increase if the class response rate reached at least 80%. As with many of the online evaluation
systems, the response rate is visible to the faculty member, but the names of the respondents are not.
Her students took responsibility to urge each other to complete the evaluations, even bringing in their
laptops so fellow students without internet access could complete them. She reported that students
took the evaluations more seriously and that they perceived she would take their comments seriously.
Consequently, her self-reported response rates range from 80% to 100% each time she implemented
the extra credit incentive.
Table 2. Suggested Incentives and Disincentives to Raise Response Rates
Incentive/Disincentive
Supporting Research
Extra credit

Dommeyer, et al., 2004a ; Johnson, T.,2003; Prunty,
2011b

Early access to course grade

Anderson, Brown, & Spaeth, 2006; Dommeyer, et
al., 2004; Johnson, T., 2003.

Course evaluations a part of student grade in
course

Ravenscroft & Enyeart, 2009

Donor—either from the community or a university
alumnus—contributes one dollar to a local or
national charity for every student course
evaluation submitted

Ravenscroft & Enyeart, 2009

Prizes: food coupons, university bookstore
coupons

Ballantyne, 2003; Johnson,T., 2003

a

quarter of a percentage point on final grade; b 1% grade increase.

Notifications and other factors
Several studies have reported increases in response rates when even small steps such as reminding
students about the evaluations are taken. In the analysis completed by Cook, et al. (2000), three factors
were instrumental in making greater gains in response rate: the number of contacts made, personalized
contacts, and precontacts. Thus frequently reminding students to complete the evaluations,
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personalizing the contact rather than just sending a mass mailing, and giving students a “heads up” prior
to the beginning of the evaluation window increased student response rates. Additionally, an in-class
demonstration of the evaluation system and how it works, thus demystifying the process, had a positive
effect on response rates (Dommeyer, et al., 2004). Moreover, Norris and Conn (2005) found that helping
students understand the value of the evaluation process also increased response rates. Even these
small, virtually no cost measures raised response rates 30 percentage points or more over courses that
employed no strategy (Norris & Conn, 2005).
Anonymity as perceived by students is another factor that impacts response rate because they may fear
reprisals from faculty if they give them a poor review. When students login with their student
identification number, they may feel vulnerable and not believe assurances that neither the university
nor the faculty member is tracking their own personal responses (Layne, et. al., 1999). On the bright
side, there is evidence that as online evaluations become the norm on campuses and the newness wears
off, response rates rise on their own (Avery, et. al, 2006; T. Johnson, 2003).

Recommendations
In summary, most IHE are moving to online end of course evaluations. While the body of research on
this topic is rapidly increasing, a change in beliefs held by teachers and students toward online
evaluation of teaching is not always moving at a comparable rate. The advantages of cost effectiveness
and efficiency of providing evaluations online compared to paper and pencil may not outweigh the
drastic drop in response rate usually associated with the former. Because even small means to improve
response rates seem to cause them to rise (Norris & Cook, 2005), these ten recommendations are
offered as possibilities for implementation.
1. Demonstrate the evaluation system in class.
2. Make students aware of why evaluations are collected, their value, and how they are used.
3. Reassure students about the anonymity and confidentiality of the evaluation results.
4. Send students a pre-evaluation reminder before the evaluation window opens to prepare them
for the actual evaluation. (This will also serve as a check to be sure e-mail addresses work and
mailboxes are not full.)
5. Make sure students understand how to access the evaluations.
6. Once the evaluation window opens, send students frequent reminders to complete the
evaluations; be sure these reminders are only sent to those who have not completed the
evaluations, not all students.
7. Encourage faculty members to remind students in class frequently and have those who teach
online use the Announcement function in their online platform to persuade students to
complete the evaluations.
8. Encourage individual faculty members to develop their own system of promoting the increase of
response rates (e.g., adding a percentage point to overall grade, setting aside time in class for
students to complete the evaluations; dropping a low homework grade, extra credit points)
9. Consider carefully the use of school-wide incentives. Having lotteries for big-ticket items (e.g.,
television, iPad, iPhone) may not have the same impact as vouchers for food or bookstore items
that everyone can earn.
10. Consider carefully the use of school-wide disincentives such as not permitting students to access
grades until they complete the evaluation of that class. Students may simply select numbers on
the evaluation form out of anger for being forced to participate, thereby generating evaluation
scores that are not valid.
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Currently, on-line evaluations appear to be the preferred way to evaluate instruction. While some IHE
still use paper and pencil formats, the general trend is to gradually eliminate that format in favor of online evaluations. Although there continue to be some disadvantages to the on-line format, most notably
the lower response rates, the economic advantage seems to far outweigh the response rate problem in
these times of tight budgets and funding shortages. As we have learned in this article, even small
attempts to influence response rates cause positive results. Thus, IHE that experience low response
rates can try some of the recommendations in this article to bring their on-line response rates closer to
those that they enjoyed in the paper and pencil format. Reverting back to the paper and pencil format
does not appear to be a viable option.
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What’s the Story on Evaluations of Online Teaching?
Michelle Drouin
Indiana University–Purdue University Fort Wayne
The Back Story
During the past decade, there has been a great shift in higher education towards online learning.
According to recent statistics from the Pew Research Center, more than three-quarters of the colleges
and universities in the United States now offer online courses, and 23% of all college graduates and 46%
of recent graduates (from last decade) reported taking at least one online class (Parker, Lenhart, &
Moore, 2011). Moreover, in line with the trend of enrollments in online courses increasing at a greater
rate than enrollment in higher education overall, 50% of college presidents predict that most students
will be taking classes online 10 years from now (Parker et al. 2011). This drastic increase in online
course offerings has spurred many questions among educators about the equivalency of online and
face-to-face (f2f) courses.
From a functional perspective online and f2f courses may not be so different, at least in how they are
perceived. A recent survey from the Pew Foundation showed that approximately half (51%) of college
presidents and 29% of the general public believe that online courses offer the same education value as
f2f courses (Parker et al., 2011). However, online courses often have very different structures than f2f
courses and have their own models for effectiveness (e.g., Peltier, Schibrowsky, & Drago, 2007). These
structural differences are often motivated by the lack of physical presence in online courses, which
obliges online instructors to use other means to foster students’ feelings of connectedness to the
course. For example, online courses might include more social networking tools (e.g., wikis, blogs,
instant messaging, social networking sites) to enhance students’ social presence (e.g., Joyce & Brown,
2009). Additionally, online instructors might use more prompt and effective communication methods,
as timely instructor feedback appears to be a key feature for fostering student satisfaction in online
courses (Moore, 2005). Each of these communication strategies (social networking and instructor
feedback) might be used to enhance students’ connectedness to their courses, which has been shown to
bolster online students’ achievement and satisfaction (e.g., Richardson & Swan, 2003). Although social
interactions are also a key feature of effective f2f courses (Chickering & Gamson, 1987), instructors
would necessarily employ different strategies to foster social interactions in f2f vs. online courses. This
single example highlights an important point—one which inspired the writing of this chapter:
instructors often employ different pedagogical techniques in their online and f2f courses. Because of
these differences, the evaluation strategies used to assess f2f courses are not necessarily relevant to the
online setting.
Unfortunately, the shift in higher education towards online courses happened so quickly that little early
attention was devoted to the evaluation of online courses (Loveland, 2007). Instead, instructors were
likely focused on learning the online course technologies and adapting their pedagogical strategies to
the online environment; they therefore either skipped student and peer evaluations in online courses or
used the same methods that were used in f2f courses (Compora, 2003). However, instructors soon
learned that traditional methods of course evaluation did not adequately measure the instructional
design and delivery methods of online courses (e.g., Harrington & Reasons, 2005; Loveland, 2007).
Therefore, evaluations of online teaching began to surface, aimed specifically at evaluating online
courses.
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The Present Story
Today, evaluations of online teaching (EOTs) often take the form of general course rubrics, which can be
used for peer evaluations or by instructors as checklists in their own course design. These rubrics
originated from a variety of sources, including non-profit organizations aimed at enhancing online
education, such as Maryland Online (Quality Matters), the Illinois Online Network (Quality Online Course
Initiative; QOCI), and the Monterey Institute (Online Course Evaluation Project; OCEP). Universities have
also developed general rubrics for widespread use, such as the Online Course Assessment Tools (OCATs)
from Texas A&M and Western Carolina University and the self-assessment Rubric for Online Instruction
(ROI) developed by California State University-Chico. General EOTs have usually been created by a team
of contributors, who have developed the rubrics based on reviews of the online education literature and
their own experiences in designing and reviewing online courses. All of these general EOT rubrics are
available online, mostly in .pdf format, with the exception of the Texas A&M rubric, for which those
outside of the university system must register for free online rubric access (more detailed descriptions
below).
Unfortunately, much less attention has been devoted to student evaluations of online teaching (SEOTs),
and only a few studies have produced SEOT rubrics. Some early versions of SEOTs were simply standard
f2f rubrics appended with questions about the online environment. For example, Tallent-Runnels et al.
(2005) added a “technology evaluation” portion to an existing f2f survey so that they could examine the
technological features of their online course. However, a few student evaluations have been created
specifically for online courses, including the Student Evaluation of Web-Based Instruction (SEWBI;
Stewart, Hong, & Strudler, 2004), the Student Evaluation of Online Teaching Effectiveness (SEOTE;
Bangert, 2008), and a more recent online course assessment tool created by Rothman, Romeo, Brennan,
and Mitchell (2010). None of these SEOTs are available as online rubrics; instead, they can be found
within the articles cited.
Before discussing the specific rubrics that might be most useful to online instructors, it is first important
to discuss their commonalities. This discussion naturally begins with a framework, and the framework
that is most relevant to the current topic is one related to the effectiveness of online courses. A
number of researchers have studied the structural components related to effective online course
delivery and have, in turn, developed various models of effective online teaching. In one of the more
comprehensive studies, Peltier et al. (2007) examined several of these models and distilled them down
to six factors that contributed to students’ perceptions of online teaching effectiveness: “(a) studentstudent interactions, (b) student-instructor interactions, (c) instructor support and mentoring, (d)
lecture delivery quality, (e) course content, and (f) course structure” (p. 141). They then used structural
equation modeling to determine whether each of these factors contributed significantly to students’
perceived quality of their online courses; each did so either directly or indirectly through one of the
other factors.
Using Peltier et al.’s (2007) model as a framework, I have summarized the key features of the most
widely-cited general (peer and self) and student EOTs in Table 1. As can be seen, the rubrics vary
somewhat in scope and length; however, all address most or all of the essential factors in Peltier et al.’s
model. Therefore, each is relevant to the current online pedagogical research and therefore potentially
useful for the formative and summative feedback it can provide.
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Table 1
Summary of Key Features of Popular Self, Peer, and Student Evaluations of Online Teaching (EOTs)

Quality
Matters;

Type of
Evaluation

Total
Categories
/Items

StudentStudent
Interactions

StudentInstructor
Interactions

Peer & Self

8/41

Learner Interaction and
Engagement

Maryland
Online

Instructor
Support and
Mentoring

Lecture
Delivery
Quality

Assessment
and
Measurement;
Learner
Support

Course
Technology

Course
Content
Learning
Objectives
(Competencie
s);

Course Structure
Course Overview
and Introduction;
Accessibility

Instructional
Materials

QOCI;
Illinois
Online
Network

Peer & Self

6/82

Communication, Interaction, &
Collaboration

Learner
Support &
Resources

Instructional
Design

Student
Evaluation
and
Assessment

Web Design

OCEP;
Monterey
Institute

Peer & Self

8/52

Communication Tools and

Assessments
and Support

Course
Features and
Media

Scope and
Scholarship;
Developer
Comments

Course Developer
and Distribution

Interaction

Materials

Values

Models;
User Interface;
Technology
Requirements and
Interoperability
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OCAT;
Texas
A&M

Peer & Self

8/89

Communication & Collaboration

Syllabus &
Other
Documents

OCAT;
Western
Carolina

Peer & Self

5/67

Learner Interaction

Learner
Objectives &
Competencies

ROI; CSU
Chico

Self &
Awards

6/25

Instructional Design &

Learner

Delivery; Faculty Use of

Content;
Assessment &
Evaluation

Navigation &
Organization;
Consistency;
Accessibility

Resources &
Materials;
Learner
Assessment

Course Overview
& Organization

Innovative

Assessment &

Online

Support

Teaching with

Evaluation of

Organization &

Student Feedback

& Resources

Technology

Student
Learning

Design

Technological
Tools; Content
Format

Appropriatene Course
ss of Readings Organization
and
Assignments

Rothman
et al.,
2010

Student

6/25

Instructor Feedback and
Communication

Clarity of
Outcomes and
Requirements

SEOTE
(Bangert,
2008)

Student

7/26

Cooperation
Among
Students

Prompt
Feedback

SEWBI
(Stewart,
Hong, &
Strudler,
2004)

Student

8/59

Instructor and Peer Interaction

Student-Faculty
Contact

Class
Procedures &
Expectations

Learning
Outcomes &
Activities

Online
Applications

Active
Learning; High
Expectations

Time on Task;
Diverse Talents
and Ways of
Learning

Content
Delivery

Appearance of
Web Pages;
Hyperlinks &
Navigation;
Technical Issues
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How Do I Choose the Right Story?
Clearly, a variety of choices exists for evaluating online courses. With regard to self- and peer-EOTs, the
rubric you choose may depend on your institutional policies, as some institutions, like mine, have
preferred peer online evaluation rubrics. However, SEOT choices are left typically to departments or
individual instructors; thus, there is likely to be more flexibility in choosing or developing an SEOT that
meets your course evaluation goals. In either case, the EOT that is most appropriate for your course
may depend on the teaching style you have adopted within the course.
Anderson and Dron (2011) summarized the different teaching approaches that have been used in
distance education during its brief three-generational history. According to these authors, technological
and theoretical developments in the past decades have influenced instructors’ designs of their distance
education courses. Early courses were based on cognitive-behaviorism, where learners interacted
individually with materials. Later, there was a shift towards social constructivism, which emphasized
learners’ interactions with the instructor and other learners to create knowledge. More recently,
distance education instructors have begun to adopt connectivist approaches, where learners interact
with people and content through Web-based networks with a goal of finding and applying knowledge.
Some of the unique design components of these pedagogical approaches to distance education are
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2
Summary of Three Generations of Instructional Approaches in Online Education as Detailed by Anderson
and Dron (2011)
Pedagogical
Approach

Content delivery
method

Student learning
method

Gen. I: CognitiveBehaviorism

Print (including
correspondence),
video, audio files

Student interacts
with material

Possibly
communicated
through
correspondence,
and indirectly
through audio,
and video

Student has
freedom to
interact with
content; no or few
S-S or S-I
interactions are
required or
encouraged

Gen. II: SocialConstructivism

Interactions via
audio, video, and
print (group and
one-to-one
interactions)

Student constructs
own knowledge
through
interactions

Teacher actively
guides students
through tasks;
provides direct
instruction and
initiates
discussions

Student interacts
actively with
content,
instructor, and
other students

Teaching presence

Interactions
within course
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Gen. III:
Connectivism

Networks of
resources (people,
digital objects, and
content on the
Web)

Student finds and
applies knowledge
through networks;
little emphasis on
memorization

Teacher creates
and sustains
networks (e.g.,
wikis, threads,
Twitter)

Student interacts
through networks
of current and
archived resources

EOT recommendations for different pedagogical approaches
The cognitive-behavioral approach was popularized at a time when interactivity with students at a
distance was difficult because of the limited interactive technologies available (Anderson & Dron, 2011).
However, this approach is still utilized today, and it has been enriched by the capability of presenting
learning materials via multimedia (using voice and image of instructor) and personalized
correspondence from instructors. That said, this approach is based upon individualized learning, and
the student should be able to learn and demonstrate learning simply through interaction with course
materials (Anderson & Dron, 2011). Therefore, the evaluations that would be most relevant to this
pedagogical approach would place more emphasis on the efficiency of delivering the content (e.g.,
organization of the course, navigation, etc.) and less emphasis on student-student interactions and
collaborative learning (see Table 3). With regard to peer and self EOTs, the Quality Matters, Western
Carolina, and Texas A&M rubrics contain many criteria related to course structure and navigability and
fewer related to student collaboration. Meanwhile, the SEWBI and Rothman et al. (2010) student EOTs
are also geared more towards structure and navigation. However, it must be noted that with some
rubrics (e.g., Quality Matters), the instructor would “lose points” when features (e.g., collaboration
tools) were not used within the course. Consequently, instructors using the cognitive-behavioral
approach (or any approach) might also want to use customizable peer review form like the one created
by Wood and Friedel (2009). Their Peer Review of Online Learning and Teaching system allows peer
reviewers to choose the questions that are most relevant to the course they are reviewing (from a large
bank) or even create their own questions.
With the social-constructivist approach, students create their own knowledge through active learning
experiences and collaborative learning. This is one of the more popular styles of online teaching today
and has long been endorsed in f2f education, as evidenced by the much-cited “Seven Principles for Good
Practice in Undergraduate Education” (Chickering & Gamson, 1987). In fact, a number of researchers
(e.g., Bangert, 2008; Gorsky & Blau, 2009; Weiss, 2010) have suggested that Chickering and Gamson’s
principles be used as a baseline for the development of good online courses. Accordingly, these
principles have been used as a framework to examine the different evaluation categories of some of the
more popular, general EOTs (e.g., Weiss, 2010). Instructors employing a constructivist strategy might
use the class and group discussion tools (e.g., discussion boards, wikis, and blogs) to help students
construct knowledge in the course. They might also use interactive exercises (e.g., quizzes, flashcards,
and crossword puzzles) so that students have independent active learning opportunities. Consequently,
evaluations of the collaborative, communicative, and active learning tools might provide the most useful
feedback for instructors using a social-constructivist approach (see Table 3). In terms of peer and self
EOTs, the Quality Matters (QM) rubric or the QOCI might be most useful for those employing a
constructivist design. The QM rubric focuses specifically on active learning and has an entire category
devoted to learner interaction and engagement. Meanwhile, the QOCI has a category devoted to
communication, interaction, and collaboration and also has specific criteria on student-student
interaction, creating forums for community, and group work. With regard to SEOTs, Bangert’s (2008)
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rubric (SEOTE) was designed specifically to address Chickering and Gamson’s seven principles; thus, it
would be the most relevant SEOT for those using a constructivist approach in their online courses.
The newer connectivist approach also relies heavily upon communication and interactions, but in this
case, the instructor’s responsibility is to create networks in which for these interactions to occur. The
learner then creates his or her own knowledge through connecting with resources, and communicates
any knowledge gained through other learning networks (e.g., blogs, wikis, or social networking posts).
This creates an extended, collaborative community of learners where the instructor acts as a guide or
role model in the connectivist process (Anderson & Dron, 2011). For instructors using the connectivist
approach, rubrics that evaluate the technological aspects of the course, such as its navigability and the
technological tools employed, might provide the most useful feedback (see Table 3). With regard to
peer and self EOTs, Quality Matters is a well-rounded rubric with specific criteria related to the
accessibility of course tools, and the OCEP (Monterey Institute) and the ROI (CSU Chico) both provide a
good set of criteria that evaluate the more technological aspects of the course. The SEOTs that might be
most useful for instructors using the connectivist approach are the SEWBI (Stewart, Hong, & Strudler,
2004), which focuses specifically on the navigability of the site and online applications, and the rubric
developed by Rothman et al. (2010), which includes criteria on organization, formatting, and
technological tools. However, none of these is geared specifically towards the connectivist approach;
thus, there is a need for more research in this area.
Table 3
Summary of Recommendations for EOTs Based on Pedagogical Approach
Approach

Peer and Self EOT

Student EOT

Cognitive Behavioral

Quality Matters (peer & self);
Western Carolina OCAT (peer &
self); Texas A&M OCAT (peer &
self); ROI (self);

SEWBI; Rothman et. al
evaluation

Social-Constructivism

Quality Matters (peer & self);
QOCI (peer & self)

SEOTE

Connectivism

Quality Matters (peer & self);
OCEP (peer & self); ROI (self)

SEWBI; Rothman et al.
evaluation

In the End, Isn’t this All Just the Same Story?
Although the rubrics do vary slightly in the instructional features they assess, in the end, as Table 1
demonstrates, they do have a lot of commonalities. Therefore, you might be wondering how to choose
one rubric over another, especially when they seem to be assessing similar qualities of online teaching.
To this, I would answer that the review processes, specifically the processes related to general EOTs,
vary greatly. In the list below, I summarize the defining features of the review process for each of
peer/self rubrics presented in Table 1.
Quality Matters. Quality Matters (QM) is probably the most widely-known online course review
program. The QM rubric is available free online http://www.qmprogram.org/rubric and provides
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detailed examples (annotations) of the types of materials and features that could be used to meet
criteria. For those wishing to have their courses officially QM certified, they must undergo a rigorous
peer review process completed by team of three trained reviewers, one of which is external to the
institution ($1000 fee through QM; institutions on full subscriptions manage their own reviews). QM
also trains peer reviewers through an online course, and these trainings are usually arranged by
academic institutions, which must subscribe (there is a fee involved) to the QM higher education
program (the 500+ subscribers are listed here:
http://www.qmprogram.org/qmresources/subscriptions/state.cfm). Only peer reviewers who complete
the training are certified to conduct official peer reviews. The reviewer completes the rubric by
awarding points (0-3 depending on the criterion) for standards being assessed. In order for a course to
be approved, it must meet all essential (3-point) standards as well as attaining a total score of 85%.
Illinois Online Network: QOCI. The Illinois Online Network (ION) provides online learning resources to
more than 30 academic institutions nationally
(http://www.ion.illinois.edu/partners/nationalpartners/index.asp). Again, the rubric (brief and
annotated versions) is available free online http://www.ion.uillinois.edu/initiatives/qoci/rubric.asp. This
rubric is free to be copied, distributed, and adapted through the Creative Commons License for those
wanting to conduct peer reviews or self-assessments. An official QOCI review can also be arranged (for
approximately $200-$250 per course), which entails a one-person review of the design and construction
of the course. The rubric criteria are straightforward and reviewers provide feedback on each criterion
on a 4-point scale (non-existent, developing, meets, or exceeds standards; there is also an n/a option).
Monterey Institute: OCEP. Monterey Institute provides free online access to its evaluation rubric
http://www.montereyinstitute.org/pdf/OCEP%20Evaluation%20Categories.pdf, which has
straightforward criteria, definitions, and goals stated. However, the evaluative review process, which
consisted of a team of reviewers: a subject matter expert, an online multimedia professional, and a
technical consultant, is no longer active.
Texas A&M: OCAT. The Texas A&M rubric is the only rubric in this list where the evaluation is completed
online https://elearningtools.tamu.edu/checklist/login.do, within a system that requires registration
(free). The rubric consists of a checklist, and if the course being evaluated has the criterion listed
(details are available by hovering mouse over the criteria), then you check the corresponding box. After
the evaluation is submitted, the system generates an immediate, online assessment report, which gives
a point value and percentage for each of the criteria and an overall total. This evaluation can be printed.
Western Carolina: OCAT. Western Carolina’s rubric has clear, straightforward criteria and is also
available free online http://www.wcu.edu/WebFiles/PDFs/facultycenter_OCAT_v2.0_25apr07.pdf.
Reviewers provide feedback on each criterion by indicating whether the feature is evident or not
evident (an n/a option is also available). The rubric also includes a section where the instructor can
respond to the assessment. This might be especially useful for those intending to use the rubric for
formative assessment.
California State University (CSU)-Chico: ROI. The CSU-Chico rubric
http://www.csuchico.edu/tlp/resources/rubric/rubric.pdf is unique in this group because it is not
intended for peer review. Instead, it was developed for instructors to use during course design and for
self-assessments. More than 100 campuses have inquired about using this rubric, and the institution
has given permission for anyone to adapt it to suit their needs (through the Creative Commons License).
In comparison to other rubrics in this category, this rubric is incredibly straightforward because it
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provides specific explanations for what would be considered baseline, effective, and exemplary for each
criterion. It is also unique because can also be used by instructors within the CSU-Chico system to gain
recognition for exemplary online courses. This model (using a rubric to recognition of exemplary online
courses) is a promising one for institutions striving to maintain quality in their online education courses.
Although the SEOTs (student evaluation rubrics) are not commercialized and therefore do not have a
formal review process associated with them, a short description of their defining features might also be
useful to those wishing to adopt an SEOT.
Rothman et al. (2010) Rubric. The Rothman et al. rubric provides a fairly broad overview of course
components and includes both general criteria (e.g., “Assignments were appropriate and effective for
learning course content.”) and specific criteria (e.g., “Dates on the course schedule corresponded to
drop box and discussion board submissions,” and “Online course materials were free of spelling errors
and grammatical errors.”). For all questions, students indicate their agreement with statements on a
Likert scale from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree. One distinct advantage of the Rothman et
al. rubric is that this SEOT has high reliability (as noted by the authors), and the authors also indicate
specific areas where student ratings tend to be lower (e.g., technology and instructor feedback).
Student Evaluation of Online Teaching Effectiveness (SEOTE). This rubric, developed by Bangert (2008),
is unique because it was designed specifically to align with Chickering and Gamson’s (1987) seven
principles. Therefore, many of the items are applicable in both f2f and online courses. For example,
under the category of “Prompt Feedback,” the rubric has a criterion that states “My questions about
course assignments were responded to quickly” (p. 37). For all questions, students indicate their
agreement with statements related to these seven principles on a Likert scale from 1 = strongly disagree
to 6 = strongly agree. This rubric has two distinct advantages: (1) it provides an instant theoretical
framework for your course evaluations, and (2) it could be tailored for use in both f2f and online courses
so that f2f and online evaluations were comparable.
Student Evaluation of Web-Based Instruction (SEWBI). The SEWBI (Stewart, Hong, & Strudler, 2004) is
more than twice as long as either of the other SEOTs, but it has only two more evaluation categories
than the Rothman et al. (2010) rubric and only one more evaluation category than the SEOTE. This
rubric places a strong emphasis on the technological aspects of the course, like the course tools and web
pages. For example, the rubric asks for students to evaluate the ease of use of ten different course tools
(e.g., video player, chat rooms, simulations) and also has eight questions about the appearance and ease
of use of web pages. For most questions, students indicate their agreement with statements on a Likert
scale from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree. Overall, this rubric would be most useful for
instructors who use a lot of multimedia and want to focus on evaluating the technological aspects of
their course.

Yes, It Might Just Be the Same Old Story
Although I have just presented rather compelling evidence that these EOT rubrics are different, their
differences relate mostly to their processes. In fact, their components are quite similar, just as the title
of this section suggests. For those hoping to incorporate the different features of several rubrics to
design a high quality online course, there are a number of specific criteria that appear on all (or nearly
all) of the rubrics, both general (peer and self) and student.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Student-Student and Student-Instructor Interactions—Does the course allow ample
opportunity for students to interact with the instructor and other students? Does the
instructor communicate clearly and regularly?
Instructor Support & Mentoring—Are the learning objectives clear and aligned with course
description? Does the instructor provide links for relevant software, media, and external
resources?
Lecture/Content Delivery Quality—Does the course use a variety of technological tools and
multimedia elements that address diverse ways of learning? Are these tools readily
available?
Course Content— Is the course material relevant to the course level and specific learning
objectives? Are the assessments and assignments aligned with the learning objectives?
Do students have an opportunity to get feedback on their work? Are multiple types of
assessment of student learning used?
Course Structure—Do students know where to start? Whether topical or chronological, is
the course organized logically? Is navigation clear? Is it user-friendly?

These criteria convey some best practices for online education, but they could also serve as
recommendations for best practices in the f2f classroom. In fact, Wang, Dziuban, Cook, and Moskal
(2009) showed that whether classes were in the f2f or online format, an instructors’ overall rating was
dependent on four of these five factors: their communication of ideas and information, their facilitation
of learning, assessment of student progress, and organization of the course. This suggests that the
online and f2f teaching environments are not actually as different as they may seem. Although they
may have different technological components, and the effectiveness of these technological components
should be measured, similar factors contribute to positive student ratings in both environments.
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Using Course Portfolios to Assess and Improve Teaching
For many college teachers, the word assessment is met with general skepticism. We often associate it
with tedious accreditation reports and time-consuming busy work. However, when we take a step back
and examine the bigger picture, we should be able to embrace assessment (especially assessment of
teaching) for the valuable data it can provide. After all, as faculty, we demand that students “show us
the data” and provide evidence to support their claims. How can we then feel comfortable with claiming
“I am a good teacher” with no evidence to support this assertion aside from a gut feeling? Further, how
can we improve on any weaknesses if these areas are left unidentified? Those of us who are truly
interested in improving our teaching practice and enhancing student learning should be holding
ourselves to a high standard and encouraging, not resisting, meaningful assessment. In fact, Brookfield
(2006) writes, “the essence of skillful teaching lies in the teacher constantly researching how her
students are experiencing learning and then making pedagogical decisions informed by the insights she
gains from student responses” (p. xi).
Luckily, as this book illustrates, there are many evaluation techniques at our disposal, and we can
choose techniques that best match our courses, disciplines, institutional cultures, and individual
teaching styles. In this chapter we will describe one such technique: the course portfolio. In 1997, Xavier
University of Louisiana developed systematic, campus-wide course portfolio working groups (CPWGs).
This initiative offers an effective faculty-driven means of assessing and improving teaching. It has helped
scores of individual faculty participants improve their courses, and has contributed to the cultivation of a
culture of teaching excellence on our campus. In what follows, we will offer a few background words
about assessment and the different types of portfolios, before turning to the details of Xavier’s program.
We conclude with some practical advice for individuals and institutions who are interested in utilizing
course portfolios.

Assessment and Portfolios
Experts talk about the distinction between formative and summative assessments (e.g., Cerbin, 1994;
Taras, 2005). In a faculty context, summative assessment includes techniques whose sole purpose is to
evaluate one’s teaching (typically, end-of-term student evaluations). Summative assessment is often
used for personnel decisions such as tenure and promotion. In contrast, the purpose of formative
assessment is to solicit feedback in order to improve one’s teaching. Gathering student feedback on an
on-going basis allows teachers to adjust their methods to address the needs of the class, ultimately
enhancing student learning.
One benefit of a portfolio approach to assessment is that it can provide both summative and formative
data. With regard to summative assessment, portfolios allow for a more comprehensive and complex
picture of teaching than a single end-of-term survey; with regard to formative assessment, the portfolio
allows for continuous, systematic feedback to which the teacher can respond. Such portfolios are works
in progress that allow the instructor to adjust teaching methods and redesign aspects of a course after
examining results of both student and self-learning.
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As this analysis suggests, the portfolio can take multiple forms. It can be an entirely personal document,
an instrument of summative assessment, or it can be utilized as a contribution to the growing scholarly
literature on teaching and learning. A portfolio can cover the full range of one’s teaching experiences or
focus on a single course. The portfolio can also be used to trace the development of one’s teaching over
time. In this way, the concrete instances of teaching are not only placed in the context of a general
vision of teaching but also in a historical context, thereby forming a narrative. As a finished product, the
portfolio can take the traditional form of hard copies collected in a binder, or it can be an electronic
portfolio or e-portfolio (Gross, 2009).
Portfolio advocates suggest that their greatest value lies in the reflection on teaching that is intrinsic to
the portfolio experience, and suggest that this benefit is maximized when one creates a portfolio with
others, as in the context of a portfolio working group (Hutchings, 1996). Of course, merely collecting
teaching materials and other teaching-related documents in a single place will not bring about this
reflection. Thus, whatever form the portfolio takes, it should be structured and selective (Edgerton et
al., 1991). Besides facilitating reflection, a structured and selective portfolio is more likely to be effective
for communicating one’s teaching practices to others.
A related benefit of portfolios lies in their ability to provide a richer portrayal of teaching than other
means of assessment. This is particularly true of portfolios that combine primary documents with
personal reflections. Faculty members do not work in a vacuum; they teach particular things to
particular students at particular times and particular places. Portfolios that contain only personal
reflections can fail to effectively capture these concrete particulars. Conversely, a collection of primary
documents without annotation or accompanying reflective essays will not reveal how the concrete
particulars relate to each other or put them in the context of a general vision. However, when a
portfolio combines artifacts of teaching with reflective commentary, it captures particular instances of
teaching in a way that reveals the general approaches to pedagogy that help give them meaning
(Edgerton et al., 1991).
Another benefit of portfolios, one emphasized by the pioneers of their use, is that they can make acts of
teaching community property (Hutchings, 1996). Many have pointed out that designing and
implementing a course can be approached as a scholarly endeavor, as opposed to something that
teachers do in addition to scholarship (Boyer, 1990; Hutchings and Shulman, 1999). However, as Lee
Shulman (1998) notes, scholarship is by definition public, open to review, and available for one’s
professional peers to use and build upon. Portfolios thus have the potential to transform teaching from
a scholarly activity into a genuine form of scholarship, and to encourage teachers to view themselves as
a forming a community of scholars. This benefit of portfolios fits most squarely, of course, with
portfolios created as potential contributions to the literature. However, even a portfolio intended as a
private document or instrument of summative assessment can promote an environment of teaching
scholars if it is created with others in a working group.

Types of Portfolios
As mentioned above, a portfolio can cover the full range of one’s teaching experiences or address a
single course. That is, a portfolio can be either a teaching portfolio or a course portfolio. There is
considerable overlap between these two types of portfolio. Indeed, a teaching portfolio can be
approached as essentially a collection of course portfolios (Gross, 2009), and the course portfolio can be
viewed as a teaching portfolio applied to a particular course (Cerbin, 1994).
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The obvious comparative advantage of the teaching portfolio is its breadth. It addresses one’s teaching
over a wider range of time and educational contexts (Hutchings, 1998). With this breadth comes the
promise of integration, of assimilating what may sometimes seem like very disparate experiences into a
single narrative. There are also, however, important advantages to doing a course portfolio. First, it is at
the level of the individual course where most teaching and learning occurs. If, as William Cerbin (1995)
argues, the goal of assessment is to investigate the relationship between learning and acts of teaching
with the ultimate aim of discovering more effective ways of promoting learning, then the course is the
natural unit of analysis for assessment. Where teaching portfolios are weighted toward examining
teaching and student portfolios are organized around learning, the course portfolio keeps the focus on
the relationship between the two (Cerbin, 1995). A related practical advantage is that creating a course
portfolio provides an occasion to reflect on how well the individual elements of a course hang together
to form a coherent learning experience (Hutchings, 1998).
Second, the course portfolio is more “portable” than the teaching portfolio. Pat Hutchings (1998) puts
the point nicely: “I may or may not be interested in knowing about a colleague’s teaching practices in
general (which is what I am likely to find in a teaching portfolio), but I might very well be interested in
her experience with a course that I myself sometimes teach, or that I rely on as a foundation for one of
my own or attempt to build on” (p. 14).
A third advantage, which like the last is related to the power portfolios have to make teaching
community property, as well as to the connected point that portfolios can be scholarly documents, is
that courses in their specificity are more felicitous objects of scholarly investigation than a faculty
member’s entire teaching career. As Cerbin (1995) puts it, “[a] course is a coherent unity with specific
goals, content, methods, results, and outcomes. In this sense, a course is the pedagogical equivalent of a
significant piece of research or scholarship” (p. 4).

A Model Program
Xavier University's Center for the Advancement of Teaching implemented its Course Portfolio Working
Group (CPWG) initiative to support faculty in a year-long project that would result in the creation of a
course portfolio. The portfolio would then serve as a foundational document upon which the faculty
member could build as he or she developed, thus encouraging continued innovation and
experimentation with teaching. The program was immediately successful, and we now approach fifteen
years of course portfolio groups at Xavier.
The Center’s work in this area was initially funded by a generous grant from the Bush-Hewlett
Foundation. However, Xavier views the CPWG as a vital part of faculty development, so much so that
the university now fully sustains the program. In fact, new faculty members with no prior teaching
experience are given a course reduction in their first year in exchange for participation. As a result, the
Center works closely with the administration to make sure this initiative is responding to the needs of
the university. Recently this has led to the development of thematic portfolio groups, a topic we will
discuss below. At this point it is sufficient to note that by addressing the needs of our institution, we
have managed to keep this initiative fresh and vibrant over the years.
In its current form, the initiative works as follows. At the beginning of each new academic year the
Center sends out a call for participation to the entire Xavier faculty, and the CPWG is called to life once
again. What is promised is a year-long exploration of teaching that strives to blend the scholarly and the
practical. Participants are offered a small compensation for the time they will be required to commit to
the group (currently a stipend for course-related expenses). The aim of the group, on the one hand, is to
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encourage faculty participants to make their courses into an object of scholarly inquiry and, on the other
hand, to help them make course improvements and become better teachers. The effort of everyone
involved is directed towards the elusive goal of making learning visible – both so that we can understand
how and why learning happens, but also so that we can maximize the learning that occurs in our classes.
At the end of the year, each faculty participant will have a course portfolio that in some way captures
and documents what she has done.
Faculty members from across the university answer the call. We encourage participation from all
disciplines, not only for the sake of interdisciplinary diversity, but so that each faculty participant may
gain a broader perspective on the teaching and learning that happen across the campus. Unlike course
portfolio programs at some other institutions, we encourage junior faculty, including first-time teachers,
to participate in the group. In the same way that instructors in the Humanities may gain insights from
learning first-hand about the challenges faced by Pharmacy instructors, so too may junior faculty learn
from their senior colleagues, and vice versa. The resulting working group is a genuinely peer-review-ofteaching instrument: we learn from, assist, and evaluate each other. It is important to emphasize that
such peer collaborations must take place in an atmosphere of mutual trust and respect. It is our policy
to keep the door closed and to enforce a safe and confidential environment for all meetings.
The CPWG meets a couple of times a month throughout the year. In the fall semester we focus primarily
on course reflection and planning, while the spring semester is devoted to putting course changes into
practice and assessment. Typically the CPWG opens with a session or two on the scholarship of teaching
movement, where we discuss how teaching can be approached in a scholarly way. Ernest Boyer’s (1990)
influential Scholarship Reconsidered is a useful guide for this purpose. We then turn to our own courses
and pursue a series of discussions and activities that revolve around three central elements: learning
outcomes, teaching practices, and assessment.
The first major course-related exercise taken up in the CPWG focuses on student learning outcomes.
Faculty participants write a short memo in which they identify and reflect on the primary learning
outcomes for their chosen course. The idea here is to take a closer and more serious look at the course
goals, to move past the sort of platitudes that sometimes appear on a course syllabus and to identify the
underlying outcomes that we really want our students to achieve. This exercise generates plenty of
fruitful discussion during meetings, as faculty initiate the process of scholarly reflection and begin to
identify areas of their courses that might be improved.
The second major exercise of the CPWG focuses on teaching methods and practices. Participants again
write a short memo, the aim of which is to identify and reflect on the primary instructional elements of
the course. Typically, this will include the various assignments, materials, and activities that comprise
the course. The peer review aspect shines brightly during this phase of the CPWG as we share and
evaluate the everyday teaching practices in our courses. At this point, faculty are encouraged to reflect
on the extent to which their current instructional practices really assist students in achieving the course
learning outcomes identified in the earlier exercise. As we approach the end of this phase of the project,
participants draw up a modified plan for their courses, one that reflects the learning outcomes and
instructional practices identified during the peer review process of the working group.
The final major component of the CPWG involves assessment, which is taken up during the last meeting
of the fall semester, and continues to be a focal point during the spring. Here again faculty participants
write a short memo, only this time they are asked to draft an assessment plan that will allow them to
measure the extent to which the soon-to-be introduced course modifications succeed. Not surprisingly,
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this tends to be the most difficult and challenging aspect of the CPWG - it is much easier to assign
students a grade than to assess the effectiveness of our teaching interventions over the course of a
semester! This makes the peer review process all the more important and we devote the bulk of the
spring semester to helping each other sort through what is and what is not working, providing real time
feedback, encouragement, and support. More details on assessment will be provided in the following
section.
At the end of the academic year, each CPWG participant submits a finished course portfolio, which
constitutes their successful completion of the program. The completed portfolio is both a warehouse for
course and teaching artifacts, as well as a documentation of the scholarly investigation of the course.
Portfolio contents vary depending on the nature of the project taken up, but will typically include the
following items: table of contents, purpose statement, teaching philosophy, syllabus, reflection on
learning outcomes, reflection on teaching practices, assessment plan, course artifacts (assignments,
handouts, etc.), assessment report, and final project reflection.
The Course Portfolio Working Group at Xavier has evolved over time to serve different institutional
needs. We currently operate two separate groups – a traditional course portfolio group and a readingoriented group that is associated with our Quality Enhancement Plan. And at one point in the past we
offered both a “benchmark” portfolio group and an “inquiry” group. What follows here is a brief
description of that history.
From 1997-2003, Xavier offered a “basic” course portfolio working group similar in many ways to what
has been described above. This program was very successful-- so successful, in fact, that some faculty
wished to repeat or continue the process. In response to these wishes in 2004-2005 we launched a new
inquiry portfolio working group that we distinguished from the more basic benchmark group. The
inquiry group was designed for graduates of the portfolio program and for more experienced faculty and
its intent was to offer a portfolio experience that was more explicitly scholarly. Participants of the
inquiry group were urged to view their work as an act of scholarship, that is, as a project that would
culminate in a conference paper or publication. The inquiry portfolio group was effectively eliminated
when Hurricane Katrina devastated New Orleans in August of 2005, though it could be revived in the
future.
The most recent modification of the CPWG was the 2010-2011 introduction of a reading portfolio group,
which developed in conjunction with the university-wide initiative called “Read Today, Lead Tomorrow.”
The RCPWG is the same as the regular portfolio group in most respects, except that its participants focus
on learning outcomes and instructional practices that emphasize active and engaged reading.
Xavier’s CPWG has drawn participants from across all disciplines, but the Pharmacy School has been
among the most active supporters of the group. Pharmacy courses have a unique curricular context,
because they are part of a doctorate program (students graduate with a Pharm.D. degree), and we are
now planning to add a working group that is designed specifically for Pharmacy faculty.

The Course Portfolio Working Group as a Means to Improve Faculty Teaching
We have emphasized from the outset that course portfolios provide an effective vehicle for the
assessment and improvement of teaching. Indeed, as outlined above, assessment is a major point of
emphasis for the course portfolio working group at Xavier: it’s where the fall semester finishes and
where the spring semester begins. At the end of the year-long process, each faculty participant will have
a data set that can be utilized to evaluate their teaching. This suggests the substantive richness and
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broad application of the course portfolio, but in our experience the most beneficial aspect of the peerdriven working group experience is not the assessment of teaching per se, but the usefulness of
assessment for the improvement of teaching. To put it in the language of assessment, it is not the
summative assessment of teaching that is most valuable, but the more practical, formative assessment.
In terms of summative assessment, we encourage CPWG participants to consider viewing their
portfolios (in whole or in part) as a documentation of the efforts they have made to improve their
teaching or, even better, as a record of their teaching success. The portfolio then becomes something
that may be submitted to the departmental chair or the rank and tenure committee for the purpose of a
faculty evaluation or for decisions about tenure and promotion. This is no small matter, especially when
we consider the limitations of the traditional end-of-semester student evaluations that are often the
primary basis for judging faculty teaching.
Nonetheless, the course portfolio is even more valuable as an instrument of formative assessment, for it
provides data that allow one to close the loop—that is, to make changes in order to improve one’s
teaching. If we think of teaching a class as a sort of educational intervention, that is, as an attempt to
give students knowledge and skills that they formerly lacked, then assessment in this sense is the
measurement of the value that has (or has not) been added. It provides instructors with information
about the effectiveness of the instructional practices that they are using to accomplish the learning
outcomes that define their courses. To become better teachers, we need more than a hunch or a feeling
about our classes. We need specific information about what is and what is not working well; once armed
with that knowledge, we can make changes to try and improve our teaching.
What kinds of assessment have worked best in our program? Ultimately this depends on the particulars
of the course being taught and the person teaching it and we encourage participants in the CPWG to
create their own individualized assessment plan. Some common assessment strategies include the
following: customized end-of-semester student surveys; pre- and post-course comparative surveys;
longitudinal analysis of student work; analysis of course work that targets specific content areas or skills;
and electronic discussion boards and/or electronic portfolios that provide real-time glimpses of student
work.
As this list suggests, assessment can take many forms and can provide different sorts of data. But to
close the loop effectively, it is not the data that matters, but rather responding to the data in a way that
will produce better teaching. The final phase of the CPWG at Xavier is devoted to precisely this issue; it
is the subject of the last meeting of the year and the topic of the final portfolio reflection. What have
participants learned and how should they respond to it? How can they bring that knowledge to bear on
their courses in a way that will improve the courses? When participants pose those questions, and begin
to answer them, they are closing the loop - and then the process can (at a higher level) begin all over
again!

How to Get Started: Practical Advice for Institutions and Individuals
For Individuals
Embrace peer review. The course portfolio working group at Xavier is successful primarily because it
provides a forum for faculty to interact with, learn from, and help each other. If your institution does not
provide a similar forum, go out and find interested colleagues to work with. Your partner need not be in
the same discipline; what’s most important is to work with a colleague (or group of colleagues) that is
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committed to the improvement of teaching. (See Ismail, Buskist, & Groccia, this volume, for a discussion
of in-class peer review of teaching.)
Find good resources. There is an abundance of useful information available on course portfolios,
including much that is available on the web. The reference list to this chapter details some useful
resources. Perhaps the most helpful online resource is the Peer Review of Teaching Project at the
University of Nebraska, Lincoln: www.courseportfolio.org. Go there first.
Emphasize process over product. Although it is nice to have the actual product in your hands at the end
of a year’s worth of hard work, what is most valuable is not the course portfolio itself, but the process of
scholarly reflection on teaching. In this sense, the course portfolio is best understood as a continuing
project rather than as a finished artifact and you will get more out of it if you approach it in this way.
For institutions
Cultivate administrative buy-in for formative assessment. For faculty to perceive that course portfolios
are worth the time and effort, this activity must be an institutionally recognized and appreciated means
of assessment. That is, portfolios must be valued by the administration. Cerbin (1994) argues that the
weight that administrators place on typical summative assessments undermine activities that might
actually improve teaching. If needed, educate your administration on the value of portfolios above and
beyond end-of-term student evaluation data. Further, if possible, link your portfolio initiatives to
institutional priorities (e.g., the strategic plan, the mission, accreditation requirements).
Provide incentives. Completing a meaningful, reflective portfolio takes time. If the institution views this
activity as yielding valuable assessment results, then the initiative deserves resources either in the form
of payment or course reduction. If budgetary restraints are an issue, perhaps it is possible to provide
minimal funds for materials related to the course or simply a certificate of completion and recognition at
a faculty meeting.
Develop leaders. In order for a systematic portfolio initiative to be sustained, there must be leadership in
place. Train interested faculty on how to develop strong, meaningful portfolios and then allow them to
facilitate working groups. Not only does this encourage more faculty to participate in this type of
meaningful assessment, but it also builds faculty learning communities on campus.

Conclusion
Many benefits could be enumerated in support of the Course Portfolio Working Group at Xavier, starting
with the scores of individual courses that have been re-invigorated, re-designed, and improved by
dedicated faculty. And yet the best argument in support of this initiative is rooted not in individual
courses or teachers, but in the campus culture that is created and fostered when faculty members work
together to improve their teaching. The peer review nature of the course portfolio group builds real
collegiality around a common purpose: teaching. It is a wonderful thing to see the physicist and the
sociologist working together as allies for the common goal of teaching improvement. At Xavier this
happens every semester in the Course Portfolio Working Group.
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Peer Review of Teaching
Emad A. Ismail, William Buskist, and James E. Groccia
Auburn University
Peer review is a collaborative process by which teachers receive valuable feedback about their teaching
performance from peers or colleagues. The concept of peer review received national attention following
the 1994 collective initiative of 12 universities coordinated by the American Association of Higher
Education (AAHE; Fernandez, & Yu, 2007). This initiative focused on providing formative feedback to and
from “teams” of two instructors assessing course materials and teaching approaches in chemistry,
mathematics, English, history, music, business, engineering, and nursing departments. Several
evaluative strategies emerged from this work including the idea of “mutual mentoring” in which faculty
(a) visit each other’s classes to observe one another’s teaching; (b) interview students; (c) review each
other’s teaching materials; (d) develop collections of departmental teaching materials for continuous
course improvement; and (e) create colloquia in which job candidates present the design, pedagogical
goals, and relevant assignments of a course they might teach (see also Hutchings, 1995).
Peer review can be used as formative method to offer instructors feedback about their teaching
performance in a collegial atmosphere by providing information not typically included in students’
evaluations (Victoria University of Wellington, 2004). Peer review can also be used as summative
method for decision making about hiring faculty, granting tenure, making promotion decisions, deciding
merit pay, and evaluating faculty teaching during post tenure review. The information, in the summative
case, is for public inspection rather than for individual faculty use to improve teaching (Chism, 2007).

The Peer Review Process
Gosling (2002) identified three models of peer observation: The evaluation model (senior faculty
observe other faculty), the developmental model (professional faculty developers observe faculty), and
the peer review model (faculty observe each other). Our primary focus in this chapter will be on the last
model because it is perhaps the most widely used version on college and university campuses and is
most commonly misunderstood by college and university professors (e.g., Buskist, 2010; Chism, 2007;
Perlman & McCann, 1998).
Many versions of the peer review model currently exist ranging from one faculty member (the teacher)
simply asking another faculty member (the observer) to visit his or her classroom for observation and
subsequent feedback, to a more thorough process involving five steps:
• the observer holding a preclassroom visitation meeting to discuss various aspects of
teaching with the person to be observed,
• a classroom visitation to observe the teacher
• an opportunity for students to discuss and share their observations with each other and the
observer regarding the teacher’s teaching,
• a written report prepared by the observer for the teacher, and
• a postclassroom visitation meeting in which the observer provides both written and oral
feedback to the teacher about what was observed during the classroom visit.
This multistep model of peer review allows for comprehensive analysis of one’s teaching as well as the
opportunity for extensive feedback on many aspects of what the observer witnessed during the
classroom visit. In our view, this model is superior to all other models of peer review in terms of the
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overall quality of support and teaching improvement feedback provided to faculty. Thus, the remainder
of this paper will focus on the details of this model.
Step 1: Preclassroom Visitation Meeting
Before visiting the teacher’s classroom, the observer holds a brief (usually less than 30 minutes) one-onone meeting with the teacher to learn background information on her or his approach to teaching. The
observer may or may not be acquainted with the teacher, but regardless, it is important that this
meeting establish a cordial consultative relationship.
Scheduling of this meeting can be arranged by e-mail or telephone. Either way, it is important that the
observer clarifies the meeting’s purpose and asks for copies of (a) the course syllabus, (b) relevant
course handouts or other materials, (c) the teacher’s statement of teaching philosophy (d) the teacher’s
course portfolio (see Werder, 2000), and (e) if the teacher feels comfortable sharing them, recent
student evaluations. The observer may request these materials in advance of the meeting in order to
prepare for the preclassroom visitation meeting.
During this meeting, the observer asks for specific information about the teacher’s approach to the class
that will be observed. For example, observers may ask about the specific goals or student learning
outcomes for the class session or the nature of the lesson or lecture plan with particular attention to
how the teacher will help students achieve these outcomes. Gathering this information is especially
helpful for observers who are reviewing instructors outside their academic specialty area and also helps
observers understand and assess the extent to which the teacher and students actually accomplish the
goals for the class session goals.
Observers also may ask teachers to describe any particular issues or problems that they are experiencing
with the class. Having this information, in conjunction with already having examined the syllabus and
student evaluations, helps observers attend to key aspects of the teacher’s presentation and thus puts
them in a better position to offer feedback regarding specific problems they observe.
If observers do not receive copies of the teacher’s written materials ahead of the preclassroom visit,
they can skim through these materials at the outset of the meeting. Observers may then ask to keep
copies of these materials for later use in preparation for the postclassroom visitation feedback meeting.
Observers often offer relevant positive comments on these materials (without any criticism) during the
previsitation meeting; constructive feedback should be only offered during the postclassroom visitation
meeting lest observers instill defensiveness in the teacher before the classroom visit.
At the end of the preclassroom visitation meeting, observers should establish the time and the location
for both the class observation and the postclassroom visitation meeting. The postvisitation meeting
should preferably be within 24 to 48 hours of the actual classroom observation. Finally, before leaving
the preclassrroom visitation meeting, observers should emphasize the formative purpose of the
observation and declare the confidentiality of all aspects of the peer review process.
Step 2: The Classroom Visitation—Observing the Teacher
The second step in the peer review process is the classroom visit. The observer should arrive at least 5
minutes before class, or arrange with the teacher to meet beforehand and walk to the classroom
together—it is not appropriate to arrive to class late. The teacher should introduce the observer to
students at the beginning of class and explain to them the nature of the observer’s visit. Optimally, the
observer should sit in middle rear of the classroom to get the best view of both the teacher’s actions
and the students’ classroom behaviors. In addition to attending to particular issues that may have been
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discussed during the preclassroom visitation meeting, the observer should pay attention to matters
related to the teacher’s delivery of content, physical presence, and social presence.
Delivery of content involves the manner in which the subject matter is presented during the class
session and can be assessed through consideration of the following questions:
• Does the class begin and end on time?
• Does the teacher provide any sort of introduction to the subject matter or review material
presented in the previous class session?
• Is the material presented at the appropriate level given the nature of the subject matter and
the level of the class?
• Does the teacher communicate clearly with students—does the teacher explain jargon?
• Is the presentation logically organized—does the teacher employ useful transitions and
examples to link or explain key points?
• Is the pace of the teacher’s delivery about right—does it seem too fast or too slow?
• Does the teacher pose clear and interesting questions to the class?
• Are students' comments and questions repeated so that the entire class is able to hear
them?
• If the teacher uses Power Point or a similar technology, is the font size legible and are the
slides visually clear? Does the teacher avoid reading directly from the screen?
• Are appropriate demonstrations of the class material employed and, if so, are they related
unambiguously to the subject matter?
• Does the teacher employ active learning techniques?
Physical presence centers on how teachers use their body language as a context to emphasize important
points or to develop and maintain students’ interest in the content. Aspects of the teacher’s physical
presence to which the observer should pay particular attention include:
• Eye contact with students
• Facial expression
• Movement about the room
• Posture
• Professional attire
• Hand gestures
• Voice—volume, inflection, and pace of speaking
Finally, social presence is the extent to which the teacher interacts appropriately with students. Factors
that the observer should consider when assessing this category of variables include:
• Composure and confidence during the class session
• Reinforcement of student comments and questions with appropriate praise and language
• Level of engagement—does the teacher hold the students attention and interest?
• Respect for students
• Use of students’ names
Observers, especially new observers, often find it helpful to bring an observation checklist with them to
the classroom visit to serve as a reminder as to what teacher characteristics and behaviors and other
aspects of the teaching situation they should be attending to during the visit. The checklist also provides
space for the observer to jot down notes. Table 1 shows a sample of one such observation checklist
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developed by the second author, who still uses it even though he has conducting peer reviews for over
20 years.
Table 1
A sample observation checklist used to help peer reviewers identify specific teaching behaviors and
practices while observing a teacher.
Observation Checklist
Scale: 1 =Very Poor; needs serious substantial improvement
3= Good; needs a fair amount of improvement
5 = Excellent; needs little improvement
Content and Delivery
Appropriate use of time (begins/ends on time)
Provides overview of topic/daily goals
Appropriate level (depth & breadth)
Clarity (prepared/explains jargon)
Relevance (stays on topic)
Knowledgeable & answers questions well
Logical flow (organized & effective transitions)
Pace of presentation/speaking
Poses appropriate & clear questions
Repeats students’ questions/comments
Uses of relevant examples
PowerPoint (avoids reading off screen)
PowerPoint (grammar & spelling)
PowerPoint (font size & visual clarity)
Use of demonstration/links to concepts
Use of active learning techniques
Handouts (useful in understanding topic)
Provides conclusion/take home message
Physical & Social Presence
Makes eye contact with students
Facial expression
Movement about room
Posture
Professional attire
Uses appropriate hand gestures
Voice—audible
Voice—variation in inflection & tone
Composure/confidence
Reinforces student participation
Has rapport with students
Engaging (interesting and informative)
Demonstrates enthusiasm
Demonstrates respect for students
Uses of student names

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Comments

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Comments
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Other Comments:
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Buskist (2000) has noted that teachers, especially new teachers, often commit particular errors in their
teaching. Keeping an eye out for these mistakes may help observers spot and later offer corrective
feedback for these mistakes. Based on his peer review/observation of new graduate student teachers
and assistant professors, Buskist identified 10 common—but easily correctable—mistakes:
• Arriving late to class
• Starting the class “cold”/not providing an overview of the day’s topic (launching abruptly
into the subject matter without reviewing previous and related material)
• Returning tests/assignments at start of class (which puts some students in a “bad mood”
and interferes with their paying attention for the remainder of the period)
• Reading directly from notes or PowerPoint slides
• Including too much information on slides
• Talking too fast
• Not using transitions between subtopics (not linking one topic to another in ways that help
students see the connection between them)
• Not making eye contact with students (an important aspect of developing rapport with
students)
• Not calling students by name (another important aspect of developing rapport with
students)
• Not repeating student comments/questions or not rewarding student comments/questions
with verbal acknowledgement or praise.
These qualities and behaviors are present in any teaching situation in manifold combinations and
permutations—no one teacher will be exactly like another, although they both may be excellent (or
poor) teachers. Thus observers should keep an open mind as how these qualities and behaviors may
play out in any given classroom session and should not enter the classroom observation with a
preconceived notion of what they expect to observe.
Step 3: The Class Visitation—Talking to the Students
A limitation to peer review is that it often provides only a single snapshot of the teacher’s instructional
skills; it cannot provide information about what the learning experience has been for students up to that
point in time. To offset this problem, it is often helpful for the observer to talk to the students about the
teacher’s instructional approach and what the students’ learning experience has been like so far in class.
Such information can be useful in painting a larger picture of the teacher’s strengths and needed
improvement, which places the observer in a much more informed position for offering useful feedback
during the postclassroom meeting.
The most common method for observing teachers and talking to students is to arrange for both to occur
on the same day. Thus, in a typical class period, actual observation lasts for about 25 minutes after
which the teacher leaves the room and the observer begins a conversation with students for the
remainder of the class period. For longer class periods than the standard 50-minute variety, the
observer and the teacher may discuss an arrangement for combining the observation and the discussion
with the students so as to maximize the effective use of the class period.
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Once the teacher leaves, the observer moves to the front of the room and reintroduces himself or
herself to the students and lays out the “ground rules” for the remainder of the period. The observer
stresses that this meeting is not a complaint or gripe session, but rather an opportunity to comment on
positive aspects of the teacher and the class and to offer constructive comments on how the course
might be improved to enhance students’ learning of the subject matter. The observer also notes that the
content of the discussion will be shared only with the teacher and that their identities will not be
revealed.
In general, the discussion with the students [also known as Small Group Instructional Diagnosis (SGID) or
Feedback (SGIF)] follows five steps:
1. The observer divides the students into small groups (4-6 students for small classes; 7-10
students for large classes).
2. The observer either writes on the board or hands out a piece of paper to each group with the
following three questions written on it:
a. What is going well in this class so far? Or, what do you like about your instructor’s
teaching? (This item reveals what the teacher should keep doing.)
b. What aspects of your teacher’s teaching or the course need improvement? (This item
lets the teacher know what he or she might change or start doing.)
c. What other comments do you have? (This item relates to aspects of the course not
covered by the two previous questions such as the quality of the learning environment.)
3. The observer asks one student in each group to take notes regarding its discussion of the three
questions. The observer gives each group 6-8 minutes to discuss the three questions.
4. The observer then asks each group to stop and initiates a whole-class discussion over each
question. The observer asks one student to serve as scribe for this discussion by taking notes for
the remainder of the class period. Each question is thus discussed in order, with the observer
repeating students’ comments aloud, and if necessary asking clarifying questions. The observer
should not offer any evaluative comments or show emotional reactions to students’
commentary.
5. Once students have had a chance to share their responses to each question, the observer
collects all students’ notes (the notes taken during the small group discussion as well as those
taken during the larger class discussion), thanks students for their time and comments, and
dismisses the class. The entire discussion with the students generally takes no longer than 20
minutes. Nonetheless, the observer should keep an eye on the clock so as make sure that the
discussion is completed on time.
Step 4: Preparing Written Report
Shortly after the classroom visitation and in preparing for the postclassroom visitation meeting, the
observer combines the students’ commentary with his or her observations and notes taken while the
teacher was actually leading the class and prepares a written report. In writing the report, the observer
should (a) note, in detail, the teacher’s strengths; (b) outline the teacher’s key areas in need of
improvement (using as much positive language as possible); and (c) offer specific suggestions for
addressing each area in need of improvement. Along these lines, a good rule of thumb is to only
comment and offer suggestions for the two to three areas, which if addressed, would result in the most
immediate and tangible improvement in student learning and student enjoyment of the course
(addressing every area in need of improvement, especially if there are many, might be overwhelming for
the teacher and actually discourage change).
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Step 5: Postclassroom Visitation Meeting
The final step of the peer review process is the observer’s postclassroom meeting with the teacher. This
final step involves one-on-one discussion about what went well during the class and what might be
improved in the teacher’s approach to instruction. It is based entirely on the observer’s written report.
This meeting usually lasts for less than one hour and should transpire as a conversation between two
people who respect each other and care for teaching. The meeting should not simply be a word-forword reading of the observer’s written report. The observer may start by asking, “What do you think
went well during the class I observed?” This sort of beginning to the conversation helps the teacher to
focus on his or her strengths on which the observer can build. This beginning can also reinforce what the
teacher says and add to the description of positive qualities and behaviors noted in the written report.
The observer should also add any relevant points brought up in the discussion with the students.
Once both parties have discussed the teacher’s strengths, the observer transitions to a discussion of
areas of improvement by noting, for example, “Although you have several important strengths as a
teacher, students have identified a few areas that might be improved.” Or, “As is true for all of us, we
have both strong points as well as a few areas in which we might improve—let’s talk about a couple of
things that the students suggested that might help improve your teaching.” It can be helpful, before the
observer shares his/her interpretations of what students have suggested, to ask the teacher to predict
what students said in this regard. This tactic helps the teacher to become more personally involved and
invested in the review process. We have found that teachers can often anticipate what suggestions
students offered, even while not feeling capable or empowered to make such changes. During this part
of the discussion, the observer should pay careful attention to both the teacher’s verbal language and
body language, and make any adjustments necessary if the teacher appears to be uncomfortable with
this part of the meeting.
The observer should avoid using language that is strong, harshly critical, or authoritarian. It is important
that the observer be as gentle, but frank, as possible with the teacher in order to have maximum impact
improving the teacher’s instruction. Otherwise, the teacher may “tune out” the feedback, and the
meeting might devolve into an unpleasant experience for both the parties.
During the discussion of areas in need of improvement, it also is often helpful for the observer to share
any personal insights or experiences that might provide clarity or exemplars as to how to address these
areas. We have found that using such lead-in language as “I faced the same issue in my teaching and
found that ____________ helped me improve in this area,” or “I had a discussion with a colleague the
other day about a similar issue she (or he) faced, and she did ____________ to resolve the issue.” Using
this kind of approach lets teachers know that others also experience similar issues and that none of us
are alone in discovering that some areas of our teaching need improvement.
As the conversation winds down, the observer should request that the teacher let the students know
about this meeting, what was discussed during it, as well as any changes that can or cannot be made in
the class based on student input to the peer-review process. In our experience, we have found that
students like having a voice in shaping the nature of their class. They like knowing that their teacher is
concerned about the quality of the classroom atmosphere and instruction, and they genuinely
appreciate any changes made based on their comments and advice.
At the conclusion of the meeting, the observer should provide the teacher a hard copy of the written
report. The report should not be given to the teacher before the meeting because, after reviewing it, the
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teacher may focus only on the areas of improvement (i.e., the “negative points”) and become defensive
at the outset of the meeting. For confidentiality reasons, the observer should not keep copies of the
report (neither hard nor electronic) after the meeting. The peer reviewer may however, keep a
confidential copy of the report for a given, mutually agreed upon period of time (e.g. one semester) in
case the teacher misplaces his/her copy.

Four Common Questions about Peer Review
We have outlined the key steps in one method of conducting peer review. The remainder of this chapter
will address four questions that often arise in discussion of any kind of peer review that takes place at
the college and university level.
Who should conduct the peer review?
A fair and effective peer review requires many skills and personal attributes in faculty observers (e.g.,
Buskist, 2010; Chism, 2007; Perlman & McCann, 1998). Peer reviewers should be enthusiastic about
teaching and about students, knowledgeable about pedagogy and what constitutes good teaching, and
be nonjudgmental. They should also be careful observer of human behavior—both verbal and nonverbal varieties— a reflective listener, and possess good social skills. Brent and Felder (2004) proposed
that peer reviewers should be tenured colleagues or faculty or non-tenure-track faculty with primarily
teaching and advising responsibilities who are competent and broad-minded teachers when it comes to
considering what is and what is not effective pedagogy.
Most peer review focuses on helping teachers develop more effective teaching skills—the emphasis is
not necessarily or primarily on the teacher’s knowledge of the subject matter. Thus, oftentimes, peer
review is conducted with peers from different disciplines. An added benefit of having faculty from a
different discipline serve as peer reviewers is that it sidesteps the almost unavoidable social pressures
for the observer to be “nice,” or at least less than frank, when critiquing a colleagues’ teaching, lest
feelings get hurt or a relationship become stressed (Groccia, 1998).
What should peers review?
The answer to this question depends on who is doing the review. If the review is being conducted by a
non-disciplinary peer, the focus is almost always placed on elements of the teaching process that we
alluded to earlier: preparation and organization for daily classroom teaching (e.g., course syllabus,
student learning objectives, lecture plan), teaching method and delivery of the content, formative and
summative assessment techniques of student learning, communication skills, physical presence (e.g.,
body language, voice, facial expressions, physical mannerisms), social presence, classroom management
techniques, the teacher’s personal characteristics (e.g., enthusiasm, sense of humor), and use of
appropriate technologies. In the most thorough of peer reviews, the peer observer will also review the
teacher’s statement of teaching philosophy and a course portfolio, if one has been created for the
course (Bowser, 1997).
However, if the review is being conducted by a disciplinary peer, then the focus is often on the teacher’s
subject matter knowledge and delivery of content. For example, a disciplinary peer would pay particular
attention to the appropriateness of course objectives, currency and accuracy of the subject matter,
knowledge of what aspects of the subject matter should be taught in any particular course, application
of the most appropriate methodology for teaching this specific content, and appropriateness of student
assessment tools given the subject matter and student learning objectives for the course (Chism, 2007;
Cohen & McKeachie,1980; Fernandez & Yu., 2007; Keeley, 2012).
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What are the benefits of peer review?
Knowing the subject matter well does not mean one can teach it well. Teachers achieve excellence by
mastering the subject matter and mastering methods used to communicate that content clearly and
unambiguously to students (Buskist, Sikorski, Buckley, & Saville, 2002). Based on our combined 65 years
of working in higher education, we feel that peer observation, especially when used for formative
purposes, can contribute strongly to enhancing the quality of one’s teaching. For example, research has
shown that in-class observation or videotaping graduate teaching assistants while teaching followed
afterwards by consultation with their teaching advisors is effective in improving teaching (e.g., Abbott,
Wulff, & Szego, 1989; Lewis, 1997; Shore, 2012).
If conducted by mid-semester, peer review, particularly when combined with feedback from discussions
with students, provides teachers the opportunity to adjust their approach during the same semester and
before receiving end-of-semester students’ evaluations. As we have discovered at Auburn University, an
added benefit of early peer review is that making changes based on the feedback from peer observation
and student commentary, improves the teacher’s scores on the end-of-the-semester evaluation (see
Wilson & Ryan, this volume).
Peer review has reciprocal benefits for both parties. Of course, teachers benefit from the constructive
feedback that they receive from observers about their approach. Likewise, observers often benefit by
learning new teaching techniques and by observing new approaches to issues and problems observed
during the peer review, and by learning from student discussions about the class. In a sense, peer
reviewers get an opportunity to enhance their own teaching through self-assessment stimulated by
watching how others teach and gathering new ideas for their own critical thinking about teaching (Bovill,
2010; Gosling, 2005). In a similar vein, peer review often fosters collegial discussion of teaching and the
dissemination of good teaching practices among faculty, which allows for potential cross-fertilization of
ideas and approaches to teaching (Gosling, 2005).
What are the putative limitations of peer review?
Despite the obvious utility of peer review in improving the quality of teaching and student learning,
many academics have raised concerns regarding the practice of peer review. These concerns range from
faculty discomfort in being observed to the belief that peer review infringes on academic freedom
(Chism, 2007). We briefly address the more common of these concerns below.
Teaching is an unimportant faculty activity. It is commonly assumed among many individuals across the
academy that teaching is less important than research, particularly when tenure, promotion, and merit
salary increases are concerned. Thus, as the argument goes, faculty resources should be aimed at
supporting research more so than teaching (Berk, 2005; Keig & Waggoner, 1995; Lomas & Kinchin,
2006). This mindset is generally more prevalent at large research-centered universities than it is at
smaller liberal arts and community colleges.
Our counterargument to this claim is that regardless of where it occurs, undergraduate teaching is a
critically important responsibility of the academy. All academics who are teachers have a responsibility
to offer their students the best possible learning experience in their classes. Indeed, we and others
consider it unethical to do otherwise (e.g., Hill & Zinsmeister, 2012).
Peer review is only summative in nature. A common misconception is that the purpose of peer review is
to provide an evaluation of faculty teaching to be used in making summative decisions about tenure,
promotion, merit, and so on. Although it is true that peer review can and has been used for this
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purpose, it can also be used for formative purposes. Indeed, we argue that the primary benefit of peer
review is the feedback given to faculty to help them improve the quality of their teaching and learning
experiences they provide for their students. At Auburn University, the Biggio Center for the
Enhancement of Teaching and Learning conducts dozens of peer reviews across campus each semester,
and all of them focus wholly on formative peer review. Likewise, teaching preparation in Auburn
University’s Psychology Department focuses solely on formative peer review (provided by faculty
members). None of the information provided during the peer review process is shared with
administrators.
Good teaching can be faked. In our workshops on peer review, some faculty have argued that any
teacher can pretend to be a good teacher for one class period (see also Brent & Felder, 2004). This claim
holds that what a peer reviewer may see during the classroom visitation is not representative of what
the teacher is truly like on a daily basis. We agree that most teachers who are observed will try their
best to teach well during the visit. We have three responses to this issue.
First, teaching well is a difficult and complicated endeavor (Groccia, 2012; Svinicki & McKeachie, 2011)
and, because classroom observation generally ranges from between 25 and 50 minutes, it is difficult for
many, if not most, faculty to be “perfect” in every aspect of their teaching for that long. To be sure, they
may do many things well, but of course, they also likely will do some things not so well. In particular,
distractive mannerisms, including both verbal and body language, may manifest themselves, as will
issues related to organization, clarity, and their choice of examples. In our combined experience of peer
reviewing, we have yet to run across the perfect lecture or class presentation, faked or genuine.
Second, we believe just the very fact that they will be observed motivates faculty to improve their
teaching, with positive outcomes for both faculty and students. By trying to create an outstanding
lecture or classroom presentation on the day of peer review, faculty may discover new and improved
ways of teaching and find that they enjoy the outcomes of doing so. Future class sessions may be
improved as a result.
Finally, meeting with the students following the classroom observation can clear up any discrepancies
between what the peer reviewer observed and what students have typically experienced with that
particular teacher so far in the semester. During our classroom visitation conversations with students,
we will often ask them if their teacher’s approach during the observation was representative of what
they have experienced thus far in the course. Seldom do students reply that the teacher’s behavior on
the day of the observation was atypical.
Classroom performance is not all there is to teaching. As we noted at the outset of this chapter, most
faculty think of peer review as focused wholly on classroom performance—and it is true that peer
review takes this form on many occasions. However, the format for peer review we have outlined in this
chapter is much more expansive than that. It includes a preclassroom observation meeting with the
teacher to review course syllabi, course evaluations, statements of teaching philosophy, and other
documents that help the peer reviewer capture the “bigger picture” of the teacher’s approach to
teaching. It also includes a classroom meeting with students to gather their thoughts on their teacher’s
total approach to the course they are taking. Thus, peer review can focus exclusively on a teacher’s
classroom performance or it can include, in addition observing to classroom performance, collecting
additional data and information from both teachers and students.
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Most faculty are not experts in peer review. We could not agree more. The fact that peer reviewing
entails more than just being a subject matter expert is sufficient to support this claim—peer reviewing
demands having considerable understanding of effective pedagogy and classroom management
practices. Most faculty are not experts in conducting peer review and those who conduct peer review
should receive sufficient training in teaching and classroom management practices to qualify them to
practice competent peer review. Until college and universities require this kind of training, the quality of
peer review and its potential impact on students’ learning experiences will remain limited.

Conclusion
We have outlined a five-step approach to peer review: (a) a preclassroom visitation meeting with the
teacher to learn about his/her approach to teaching in general and the class to be observed in
particular, (b) the classroom observation in which the peer reviewer observes the teacher conducting
class, (c) a conversation with his/her students about their learning experiences in the class; (d) the
observer’s preparation of a written report, and (e) the postclassroom observation meeting between the
peer reviewer and the teacher to discuss the latter’s strengths and areas in need of improvement based
on the observation and student discussion. Although academics have raised several concerns about the
limitations of peer review, we suggest that in some cases, these concerns are false, and in other cases,
simple solutions exist to correct the concern. However, one serious limitation of peer review is that
many faculty asked to perform peer review may not be “experts” in what constitutes good teaching.
Thus, these individuals may not be in an optimal, or even sufficient, position to offer clear advice on how
the teachers they observe might improve their instruction. We call on all college and universities to offer
their faculty opportunities to become fully trained in college and university pedagogy so they can
conduct high quality peer reviews of teaching.
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